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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate a confidence

testing procedure as a workable technique for the extraction of more

information about.a testee's state of knowtedge than is possible under

conventional testing procedures.

¡
Confidence testing guarantees a testee that he may maximize

his score if he weights his responses to each. of the alternatives of a

multiple-choice question in such manner as to honestly reflect his state

of knowledge as to the correctness of each alternative. Confidence

testing is claimed to have greater diagnostic utiìity than conventional

eaterprocedures and by eliminating the need for guessing provides grr

opportunity for" the improvement of the teaching-leir.ning situation and

the psychologica:l climate of testing.

Three hundred students comprised the sample. They were divided

into an experimental, and four control groups, and were tested on 56

specially-constructed items on the BSCS Blue Versiþn textbook jn bio'logY.

Controls were imposed for test-taking instructions, scoring procedures,

Blue Version biology content, and non-specific,biology content. Analysis

oi the data obtained through student responses led to some insights into

the confidencejtesting method and to some tentative conclusions.

appropriate control, it was found that confidence-testing gave credit
---.
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for part knowledge; that testees found conventional testing procedures

easier to follow than confidence testing procedures; that test items

were bioìogy-discriminative, though not necessariìy Blue Version biology;

and that the sex differential between boy-girì performance, which was
:. -. : .

:-:-.:.: -

cl earcut under conventi onal scori ng , was i ns i gni f i cant under conf i dence ':; ':":

scoring. Girls exhibited a greater tendency to comp'ly with confidence

testing instructions.
' ' 1''.. 't 

rt',

:... -1 .'

butwasgreaterthanthatobtainedwhenthesamedatawerescoredby

conventional procedures (.a). Item-test reliabilities ranged from -.5 to 
i

.7 with relatively high standard errors of measurement. Test validity

was also low (.4) and less than that obtained when the same data were 
,

l

conventiona'l'ly sco_red (,7). The criterion selected was conventional , 
l

school biology term-mark. These results were of the same order of
:

.i

The items were found to be both difficult (82 per cent were

greater than 50 per cent difficutty) and d.iscriminating (onty ten did 
¡,1,,¡,.,,,,¡l

not discriminate). Item characteristic curves r^Jere constructed for , l,'., ''
. 

-...: 
: l:

re i temsrepresentative items

It was concluded that confidence testing may serve as a useful

diagnostic tool and that increased reliability and validity might be ,.,,,:

expected from specially-constructed items and a suitable criterion for



confidence-testing. Factors to be considered in the use of confidence

testing and the interpretation of data are the homogeneity of the item

and test content; homogeneity and ability level of the testees; item.

difficulty and discriminability; familiarity of the testees with

confidence procedures and purposes

i'':::i
1.)::':

' j'::''f:.,i]
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CHAPTER I

AN INTRODUCTION

Rati onal e.

The aim of a good education in biology
includes not only knowledge attained,
both of the products and processes i n
biology, but the desire for knowledge
and the ability to seek it. Hence, the
9nef 9y _ 

of wanti n9, i ni ti al ly man'i fest
in liking and respect for the teacher,

i:' tn3'o;31 lli:,'iffi ',1::il.:n;.133:!:i
as an educated person. This energy
mist be shifted finally to the obiects
or materials of biologica'l science.
That is, the student must not onlY
devel op certaì n qual i ti es and capaci ti es

li,!li3i'i; ?il: !;'Ti:l $:iil:! åi ,n.
maior f i el ds of knowl edge that w'i 1 

'l cause
him to contjnue to study them, pursue
them, for the i ntri nsi c p'leasures of
I earni ng.

, If one adopts a purposive view of behavior, the existence of a

goa1, or set of goals, is a necessary precursor to any teaching activity,

though the precise statement of object'ives in advance of work on

materials and evaluation has not been deemed necessary by all developers

of new curricula. The goals may be expressed as broadly as those above

(Schwab, 1968, p.442), or the goals may be specified more behaviorally,

that is, in terms of observable and measurable immediate

if in the purposive view of behavior the existence of a

behaviors. But

set of goals is
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necessary, nìere exístence is not a sufficient condition for determining

a strategy for amiving at an end-product. Arrival at an outcome is

validated on'ly to the extent that process-data (formative evaluations)

are positive evidence for the attainment of the goal.

The Biologíca1 Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) group, in

attempting to impart the nature of biology as an investigatory science,

has incorporated two broad aims into the course materials, each having

implications for the kinds of learning expected of the students:

substantive course content and scientific process. These two broad aims

are interwoven with one another throughout all the course materials and

together define the goa'l of student achievement in the BSCS context.

Nine basic biological themes, all of which are represented with varying

emphases in the three BSCS text versions, co-relate the content with the

process aims.

' As appropriate curriculum materials were developed, four

objectives relevant to the BSCS philosophy emerged: three pertaining to

the substantive content (memory, organizationn and application of know-

ledge), and one pertaining to scientific process. In order for an

achievement instrument to be valid in the BSCS context, therefore, each

of these objectives must be taken into consideration.

The use of standardized objective tests has become an accepted

evaluative practise in many schools and both standardized and cìassroom

tests have an important bearing on the way students approach the

:1 ..il:

'. ':

i: :.i.. :::..'l
rÌ:,_:.,:.::i

'i.'., '.: :.t .ì
: i :.- 'li

I-'r;:i].r:ì
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T;earninçl process,.regar-dless of the subject-matter or the goaìs of the

part'icular'curri'culum. Objective tests offer the decided advantage over

essay-type tests that a teacher who js on'ly partiai'ly trained jn the

Skills of test-construction can look with some confidence to the

reliabilîty of the results from the test. Moreover, no matter how well-

defined and des,irable the obiectives of a course of study may be, as far

ds the student iis- concerned, the key to success lies in mastery of the

l<inds of skÍlls tested for. If tests require mere repetition of text

d'etail thên thé student concentrates on rote-learning methods. Such a

s-tudent must, expect to go beyond mere recall in tests wh'ich demand tÈe

abi'l i ty Ëo' aÞpIy krrowledge to show rel ati ons and use ski I I s.

0ne,concern in the evaluation of a science is the disparity

between phi.losophy and practice. Cohen (1957) observed that "our

system of educttjon tends to give children the impression that every

questión haS a Sj'ngIe, definite answer." BSCS materials encourage the

Student to,dìs,eover that in many areas of scientific inqu'iry there is,

dn fact, no si,n,gIe, "Í'Ìght" answer but that some answers are either more,

orr ïess, corlreçt than others because they differ in the degree of comp-

réhênsívéness,. Thís being the case, items in which the alternatives

ve...ry ín thel'irr dregree- of r:elevance yet are aìì p'lausible to the uninforrned

Student¡ pertni,t prrobabi,Tr"stic responding that is appropriate to the

phílosophy of, a non-deternrtrínistic scjence.

RegardÏess

purpósês of testfng

substantive context, one of the maior

is to provide formative ("feedback") data

,::-.:

of thê

at all
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upon which curriculum decisions cûn be effected. The normative use of

standardized tests is inappropriate for this kind of decision-making

since it ustìlizes item responses averaged across peop'le, ignoring the

interaction of individuals with instructional strateg'ies (materials, 
:,,,,,,;:.,;,.

teachers, etc.). In order to assess this v'ital treatment effect, it is

,.1 ì *am-nacn^ncâ< A ¡nnrlcnti onecessary to f,ocus upon indivjdual 'item-responses. A conventional

testing strategy typically results in ìtem scores whjch are either zero 
i.,,,¡,;.,¡,,:'i

or one. Information is not obatined that could otherwise have been 
r:' :'i:'::

i. : : :::: :

sought. A testee's part knowledge is disregarded. The testee is faced ,'.1'r.;:r,''

with conflict-situations as to whether or not to guess; he is encouraged

to,,outguess'l the tester rather than be strictly honest about his state

of knowledge; he is faced with a potentially'large number of failure

situations. A method which provides for .the honest declaration of a

state of,knowledge thereby essentially eliminating troublesome problems of 
i

guessing and which, by its scoring system, motivates the respondent to

give an honest response by allocating numerical credit for part-knowtedge, '

:

contributes not only to the psycho'logical climate of testing but also 
¡.,, ,.,.,..,

makes available a greater amount of item-informat'ion, thereby increasing i""..:ttti:

the total utility of a testing program to an evaluator ,.,=,-, .;-t

1',2 Purpose of the studY.

The purpose of this study Was to experiment with one particUlar 
,,¡,:.:.1:^,,,*

testing strategy -- confidence testing -- which seemed to offer the
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advantages of diagnostic utility to which conventional testing procedures

do not lend themselves.

Since confidence-testing permits a testee to express his

degree of belief in the correctness of a number of alternat'ives to a

test item, the convent'ional multipie-choice item with its sing'le "best"

anst^,er is not ideally suited to an experimental study of this k'ind. As

a result, a set of test items was constructed whi<ih would provide the

kind of response-setting from r^thich the greatest number of inferences

about the value of confidence-testing could be drawn. Because there was

a need to make certain decisions about the merit of the BSCS Blue

Version text and since the general framework of the BSCS materials

seemed an appropriate medium upon which to cairy out an experiment such

as this, the items that were constructed were framed within the Blue

Version context. The information yielded from responses to these items

was available to those wishjng to make assessments of the Blue Vers'ion

text. Again -- the primary purpose of th'is study was to experiment

with confidence-testing as an evaluative strategy and to make some

j'udgments about its worth. A secondary payoff was that the information

yielded by the speciaì1y-constructed test items could be used as

feedback for any evaluative act'ivities concerning the new biology

program. No attempt was made subsequent to the study to employ the

test data in the evaluative sense -- símpty to delineate it.



CHAPTER 2

A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE ........
:::-:r-1:.:-i

The educational establishment is increasingly and cont'inually

confronted with a need to make decisions for which it has inadequate
lt.,_.:ì.:: . : :

information. It is in order to meet this need that psychological and ;,,,, ¡,,,:
r';-: : ::

educational tests exist and that strategies of evaluation have received 
¡;;,.,,;;i,,,.,,.
1::1,:,;:-::i:'.; :.1

. -. .r'i -.

much attention over the past decade. Too often, testing has been equated

with measuring the achievement of pupils in a normative framework,

ignoring the need for information about instructional materials, teachers

and administrators, the school and community environment, placement

decisions, and interact'ions between each of these. The only rea'l

justífication for the use of a test lies in its ability to provide

information that will improve a decisìon-process beyond chance, or.the

base level. While any scientist realizes the utility of reliable

information, the ultimate purpose of any measurement is to assist in

the making of qualitative decisions that are in some sense "better"

than those that would have been made on the basis of unaided judgement.

2.1 Decision theory

One of the most significant developments in applied mathematics

that has occurued since mid-century has been the conjoining of utility
theory and probability theory to yield what is now generally referred

to as decision theory.-'.----._-
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Decision theory rose out of a concern for improving busr:ness

and other economic decisions. Serious limitations were found in the

theories of classjcal economics that emphas'ized the welfare of the

individual entrepreneur. hJith the rise of megalithic business enter-

prises, there was an urgent need to consider how decisions are made by

coaljtions of subgroups wÍth differing interests. The void in the theory

of decision-making 1ed von Neumann and Morgenstern to propose their

Theory of Games (1947) in which a decision-maker was described as a

partic'ipant in a game or a competitive market. This first attempt at

describing decision processes proved to have value not only in economic,

but also military, situatìons.

The publ i cati on of Stati sti cal Dec'isi on Functjlns (l^lal d, .l950)

extended hypothes'is-testing into a general decision theory. The

probabilistic framework of the statist'ician was appfied to decisions in

which rjsk comes from random variation of an event. Decision theory a'lso

takes into account the "utiìity" (benefjt) of possib'le courses of action.

The definition or estimation of such utilities constitutes much of the

problematic nature of utility theory. Perhaps more than any other

purpose to which statistical methods have been put, the determination of

ut: I i ti es has drawn together economi sts , psychol ogi sts , mathemati ci ans

and statisticians to account for an individual's choice of a course of

action, that is, to determine what set of utilities is consistent with

overt behavior. Decision theory, in principle, applies to all behavior

and guarantees consistency between thought and action, without it being

a moral system for dictating peop'le's chojces.

iì:;r";i:;:):i
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:

Mathematical decision theory is a h'ighly generalized theory'

elrico:mpassing a variety of principìes for decision-making. One such

plriÌìcì'ple is that which attempts to avoid any sudden, large 'loss: the

¡iurrchaser of an jnsurance policy on some good is functioning on this ' ,','

flpi'nCip1e. Another principle wou]d be that in which certain choices are

prnéferred that have a small probabiljty of accruing a large return: the

ptlrrchaser of a lottery tÍcket would be acting out this kind of strategy. ,, '- 1,',

Thg most useful i nsti tuti onal deci si on strategy i s that whi ch maximi zes 
i'''r¡'r:i:'ì'

i

thd dverage gai n (or mi nimi zes that average I oss ) over many s jmi I ar ''.'..'t't:t'

deii s i ons

Regardless of the principle empìoyed, in order to evaluate a

i

dêCision-making procedure, one is requ'ired to ask three questions 
I

(CrOnUacn and Gleser, 1957): does this decision seem the best possible 
i
.

én thé ba.si s of the gi ven i nformati on? ; woul d some addi ti onal i nformat'ion i

iìmpr.óve the decision process?; wfrai O'ifference is there in the goodness 
i

6f, dbeisions arrived at by two different procedures? What outcome results :

i

f,r¡Om a given decision is not only a function of the given treatment, but i:,.,,,;.,.rt:

AIISO of the characteristics of the indivídual and of a variety of ,"";" 
''i':,

: r..::. 
..;t:.::::

....i... t.:

Siltuatíonal vari abl es. Thus , as Cronbach and Gl eser poi nt out ( I957 ) ' 
: 
jr .: 

': ':'

i4ñ/ gì:ven test has a range of ut'ilities depending on the use to which it

iS p'ut, A validity matrix may be considered as an instance of the
..: ... ...

deiirieation of payoff, that is, of empirically determined utility. ¡.'=..*.i'
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2.2 Utility.

The basic premise underlying a1l utility theories is that one

can assjgn numerical quantities to decision-alternatives in a way that

determines that a particular alternative is chosen from a set of all

possible alternatives if, and only if, the numerical quantity (utility)

assigned is greater than that assigned to any other alternative. A

general behavioral maxim is that an individual functions in such fashion

as to maximize utilitY (Luce , 1967)

In order to maximize an expected gain it .is necessary to make

an assumption about the ut'ility scale on which the decisjon outcomes are

evaluated. It must be assumed that the value of each possible outcome

can be expressed in equal unjts of "satìsfaction", and that the units are

additive. One mjght express utility in terms of a dollar scale, for

example. If we think of risk as jnvolving an assignable set of probab-

ilities that sum to unity, then the utility of a risky alternative is the

sum of the utilities of its component outcomes, each weighted according

to the probabi'lity of its occumence

:

Whereas the probabilities associated with the determinatjon of risk follow 
;'1'i:::::

the conventional mathematical rule that the'ir sum shall be unity' the

probabilities associated with a state of uncertainty do not have this

boundary restriction. For example, the probabi'lity of winning a dollar

on the outcome of the toss of a coin (the risk of not winning a dollar)

is p = 0.5. The uncertainty of winning a dollar will jn this case be equal



l_0

to the risk because there are only two possible outcomes. An instance

where uncertainty -- not risk -- is involved will entail the impositÍon

of a subjective estimate of probability. Thus, betting on the outcome

of a horserace would, in most circumstances, exempfify the principle of

uncerta'inty. A comparison between the bets placed on each horse may be

interpreted as an individual's evaluation of the likelihood of certain

events occurríng. The numerical equivalents of these dollar quantities.

are referred to as "subjectjve probabilitjes".

2.3 Subjecti ve probabi I 'ity.

The term "subjective probabiìity" has had two referents in the

course of its evolution. First, it was the name for a school of.thought

about the logical basis for mathematical probabi'lity (de Finetti, 195j,

1937', Good, 1950). Second, it was a name for a transformation on the

sca'le of mathematical probabilities whÍch is related to behavior

(Edwards, 1954). If subjective probability is assumed to be different

from objective (mathematical) probab'ility, as for examp'le ín games of

chance, then the term "subjective probabi'lity" is best used in the

second, or psycho'logical, sense. 0ther terms with the same meaning are

"personal probabi1ity", "psychological probabiIity" and "expectancy"

(thratt, t954), From the psychologists' po'int of view, the study of

subjective probability is of theoretical interest as well as practical

i'mportance, for it at once provides a novel method and a viable concep-

tua'l scheme for the investigation of learning, thinking, perception and

decision-making.

i...
L.'..ri:: :::::':
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The generic term "probability" has itself had at least three

contextual meanings: empirica'|, logical and subiective. The empirical

view is that probab'iiity statements make assertions about the real world.

It identifies probability with the conceptual limjt of a relative ,.,.,::_..:. -_. '..

frequency: the probab'iljty that A is B is p = lim(f/N), where f is the

observed frequency and N the total number of events. p is given context-

ual meani ng. Braj thwai te (1964) suggests a theoreti cal -model concept 
i;,.,:,:

in which the probability that A = B is a parameter of the model given :::'¡:

empirical meaning by a "rule Of reiection". The "rule of rejectiOn" in i,.:""

a statjsti cal' context is the wel I -known hypothesi s-testi ng method of 
i: !:i:;'

pearson, Fisher and Neyman. In this latter viewpoint, the establishment 
i

of the "truth" of a probability-statement depends on the results of '
non-terminating empirica'l investigation, the outcome of which is said to

beonly,lprobab1e,,(Neymant]952;Fisher,l956)

An alternative vier^l is the denial that probability statements 
i

are empirjcal statements at all. Keynes (1921), Carnap (.]962) and

Jeffrey (1956) each defend the vi ew that probabi I i ty represents a I ogi caì ì,,.,,,,.,
;"''i:: :'

relation between a proposition and a body of knowledge. Their argument 
¡,:,.

:isthatbetweenonestatementandanotherstatement(orstate'.ni,)

representing evidence, there is one and only one degree of prebability

that the statement may have relative to the given evidence. This implies
'.'.''

that a probability statement is 'logically true if it is .true at all. iiitir':

probability statements are therefore purely formal: given a statement S 
:

and a body of evidence E, there is one and only one real number p such
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that it may be said that the probability of S relative to E is p.

The denial of this latter assertion is prec'isely what distìng- :

uishes the subjectivistic view from the logica'l view. In the subiect'iv- 
i,,:,,,:;.

istic view, the relation between a statement and a comesponding body of .,."-','',',"

evidence is a quasi-logicaì relationship and the number-value attached to

itrepresentsadegreeofbelieI.Thisnumerica]va]ueisnotuniquely

determined. A given statement may have any probability value between :i:,,'i,,.¡,'
:.: -...::,:

zero and one assigned to ít on the basis of the given evjdence, according 
,:.,.,.t .,1
l'-' -:-:. . .

to the inclìnation of the person whose degree of belief that probabiìity ':":':::'

represents. i

The subjectivistjc theory of probability, however,'is not an

empirical psychological theory of degrees-of-belief. Confusion about this

has arisen from experiments performed with a view to finding out whether

people's degrees of belief are re'lated in some hypothesized way to the

corresponding theory (Cohen, 1957). These experiments tested peop'le, not

the theory: the object was to find out if people have rational behavior

patterns according to the prescriptions of the theory, not to find out if
the theory accurately describes the behavior of peopìe.

Perhaps, then, one might best describe the subiectiv{stic

theory of probabil'ity as a log'ical theory in the sense that only certain
: i ,.

combinations of degrees-of-belief in related propositions are admissible. i:.,'

If a person has a degree of belief, P, in a statement S, then he "should'l

c justifyhave a degree of belief (l-p) in the denial of S. An attempt tr

:'
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the proscriptive "should" can be made by appeal to the argument that

degrees-of-belief can be measured by betting ratios. For example,

to say that for a given individual the probab'ility of the occurrence of

S is .25 is to say that he'is wiliing to bet three to one against its

truth. If the individual assigns any lesser ratio he is Qound to lose

anyway. That ii, if he "bets" $.25 on S and $.25 on the denial of S,

the "book" is assured of a profit of $.50, regard'less of the outcome.

To avoid having book "made against one" an individual should distribute

his degrees of belief so that they obey the rules of the conventional

calculus of'probab'ilities. The possession of such a djstribution is

called coherence. The notjon of coherence was first introduced by

Ramsey (1926) who took overt behavior in choì.ce situations as indicative 
i

of degrees of belief. For behavior to be coherento no set of bets on u i

serjes of propositions was allowed which ensured that, no matter what

the outcome, the nettor would lose. There is a logicaì demand that one

be coherent in one's beliefs -- and this is the on'ly demand made by

the subjectivistic theory.

There are two current meanings attached to the term "coherence". ;,,:: ,,:. .:.r'".'
:.-,:. .i

The first meaning maintains the sense imposed by Ramsey and reaffirmed

by de Finetti (1937) and Lehmann ('l955). A second sense invokes the

notion of "strict coherence" (Shimony,1955; Kemeny,1955) in which

not only is it impossible for the holder of coherent beliefs to lose

but also it is impossible for him to place bets so that he will not

win some zero-amount (that is, come out even) and there is a chance
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that he will suffer a net loss. Thus in the older, weaker definition, a

bettor is said to be incoherent in his behavior if he distributes his

degrees of belief in such a h,ay that he must lose, while in the case of

the strong definition, the bettor is said to be incoherent if he

distributes his degrees of belief in such a way that he may either come

out even or lose

'In the subiectivistic theory, probability represents the

degree of belìef that a given person has in a given statement on the

basis of given evidence. A person should be consistent in the strict

logical Sense. In fact, some writers use the term "consistency" in

place of "coherence" (Edwards, 1954). It is perhaps preferable in

referring to matters of judgment that the term "consistency" keep its

lay meaning, in the sense that bel'iefs would be deemed consistent to the

degree that they,do not contradict each other.

;he evidence logicallYBy the rules of deductive logic, if t

entails E, then the individual should have the highest degree of belief

in E; if the evidence entaits the denial of E, he should have the lowest

belief in E. The subjectivistic theory of probabil'ity goes one step

further: it posits that a person's body of beliefs, considered as a

whole, must be coherent as well as consistent. Such theories are

subjectivistic or personalistic in the sense that an individual may ho'ld

any degree of belief in any given statement on any given evidence,

provided only that his degrees of belief in other, related, statements

are suitably adjusted (Davidson, Suppes and Siegel, 1957', de Finetti '
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1961; Frechet, .l954, 1955). In either of the alternatíve views (the

empirica'l and the ìog'ica1) there js one and only one degree of probab-

ility that can be assigned correctly to a statement relative to a given

body of evidence. The subjectivistic view encompasses any degree of

belief in any statement but restricts the distribution of degrees of

belief among related statement-sets

2.4 Degree of belief and exchanqeabi.litv of events.

If the physical universe is regarded as deterministic in

structure, coínplete description of nature involves knowing all the true

statements about the causal relations between events and thus being ab'le

to predict with certainty the future course of nature. In such a scheme

a statement of probability reflects a level of ignorance. Bernouilli

(17'l3) was probab'ly the first to define probability as a degree of

confidence in a proposition whose truth was indeterminable, The degree

of belief, or degree of confidence in a proposition, identified as its

probability of occurrence, is a function of the know'ledge that a person

has at his disposa'l and may therefore vary from one individual to

another, or from time to time. The "art of guessing" consists of

estimating as precise'ly as possible -- on the basis of available

knowledge -- the "best" values of probabilities

De Morgan (1847) explicitly defines probability in terms of

degree of belief. De Morgan's argument is essentia'lly a iedüctio ad

absürdum. For èxample: the infallible feeling in our "knowledge" that

2+ 2 = 4, we call "certainty". If we treat "knowledge" as a magnitude
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th:en we ean'gaj,nfu1,Iy tal,k. about deg¡es5 of knowÏedge. Lower grades of

lknowled'ge-amounts are caTTed' "'dêgrees of heffE.fl'.. Ft"obabil'ity refers to'

and implíes, belief; thus belief ís but an al.ternative l,abeï, for

fnrperfect krtowledge

Keynes (1921) suggestedr that "probabi'1Íty" i's an undefinable

logícal relatíonship between one set of propositions and another set. 
:

!4ore ímportan.tly, Ín eontext, he introduced the idea that thi:s r"elation- 'f,,rti.t

shrip ís assocíated wíth the rrational, degree-of-bel,ief in a pr:oposition. ,' ,

Keynes assumed that all degrees of belíef are neither measurable nor i';'¡r""":':r''

eomparable: he thus avoids the difficulty of assigníng some numerical 
l

eguíva'lents to a degree of bel'íef . Ramsey (1926) and Borel, (I'924) each 
:

lndependent.lypr"oposedthattheon1youndwayofmeasuringaperson.s
i

degree of beïíef Ís by identifyíng the latter wíth specífíc ki'nds of

overt behavíor. If a person ís f,/iTling to gamble on the outcome of the

oeeurrence of rain tomorrow by tossíng a coin, then one can say that hit

degree of belíef in the,proposítion that it wíll rain ís numerÍcally .5- 
'
i

Koopman (1940), following Keynes, retained an intuítive notíon of "degree 
i-ì,,.¡ri:i'.r:,.: .r -.i.J

Of belíef" and argued that such probabilitíes are not necessarily ,.',

eOmpletely Ordered, while measured degrees of the same thing must be. ¡'"t':.''',"'.

The tntrodUctiOn of the cOncept of "equiva'lence", "symmetryr¡

Or'rexehangeabi'líty" (de FinettÍ, l93t), was an attempt to bridge the 
,:,....:,,:r:

t ! ^ --r-^L! 1!L,- ---J Lt^^ ^1^^^:^^1 ^-^^^J,,*xa af 
"tl"t 

'
notlons of subJective probabílity and the classical procedures of

Bayeslan statlstìcal inference. Bayesian procedures are a body of methods

for lnferring outcomês, according to which one starts with an a priori
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probability distribution wh'ich is then modified in the light of

experience and experimental evjdence.

In the case of exchangeable events, certain types of inference

are independent of the original ass'ignment of probabilities to the

indjvidual events of a sequence. de Finetti (.l964) shows that, for

example, in the case of a sequence of exchangeable events a person,

whatever his in'itial position, must, if he is to be coherent in his

beliefs, come eventual'ly to ass'ign a probability to the event in

question which is close to the observed relative frequency. The princip'le

of exchang.ubi'lity stresses that a sequence or order in which events

occur has noth'i ng to do wi th determi ni ng i ts associ ated probab'i l i ti es : i t
is the observed relative frequency which is a'li-important.

The subjectivist would argue that events in a sequence are not

independent, or are at least not viewed as independent in establishing

knowledge of degrees of belief. Subiectiveìy, the occurrence of certain

events in asequence suggests evidence about the occurrence of future

events which affects our degree of belief about them. Thus, the

subject'ivist would say that the (conditional) probabiiity attributed by

an individual to the kth'toss of a coin showing heads, given knowìedge

of the previous (k - 1) outcomes is dependent upon the proportion of

heads showing in these (K - 1) tosses, Vêt ìs independent of the

particular order in which heads appeared.

l-. t:.r; :

Li:-::l-;':ì'
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2,5 Research on subiective probabiIjtv

By 1955, al'l current decision-making models asserted that a

decision-maker behaves as though he compares payoffs, and chooses that

course of action from among those avaílable to him for which the sum of

the probab'ility-utility product is greatest (Edwards, '1961). The models

differed to the extent which they permitted objective measurement of

utitity. Measurement procedures for assessing an individual's subiective

probability were developed by Toda (1963), van Naerssen (lgOl), de

Finetti OSAZ) and Roby (1965) , a'll having the property that an indivjdual

would maximize his expected utility if, and only if, he expressed honest'ly

his subjective probabi'lities. Shuford, Albert and Massengill (1966)

extended thi's notion under the rubric of admissible probability testing.

Thus the argument had reached a point where, for expected maximum utiìity

models to satisfactorily represent a state of nature, subjective probab-

ility would have to repTace objective (mathemat'ical ) probabi'lity.

Some progress towards clarity about the nature of subiective

probabitity resulted from Savage's (tOS+¡ work. Savage based his analysis

on two assumptions: the assumption that all courses of action can be rank

ordered for a given individual, and the assumption that if a course of

action A is at least as "good" as a course of action B in all oossible

future states of nature and is definitely better in one or more states,

then B should never be preferred to A (the "sure-thing princip'le"). 0n

the basis of these assumptions, Savage defines "subjective probability" as

a number that represents the extent to which an individual thinks that
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the occurrence of a given event is likely. This number has the same

mathematical properties as objective probability (Cohen and Hansel, l95B).

Apart from the efforts by Savage, and particularly by Cohen

and his co-workers, there is little or no systematic evidence about the

nature of subjective probability.

2.6 Confidence testing

The point has been made thus far that any decision-making

process is dependent upon determining the utility of an outcome and that

the utility'is, in turn, a function of the product of the value of an

event and of the probability of its occurrence. The cument view is

that the best measure of utility is arrived at by invoking the measure

of subj ecti ve probab'i I i ty and val ue

Since evaluation -- which assumes such importance in the

functioning of schools -- is but one application of decision-making, it
too depends upon questions of value and upon measures of subiective

probability. Insofar as evaluation depends upon classes of evidence

derived from the admjnistration of tests of various kinds it is compel'ling

that the tests themselves must be couched in such fashion as to permit the

expression of subjective probabilities. Conventional choice ";esting

(ttrat is, testing which employì items that involve choice from a number

of stated alternatives) has typically restricted the selection of

response to that one alternative which is judged "bestl (most appropriate)

by the testee, according to some criterion
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In contrast' test response procedures that require an expression

of confidence of the testee in one or more of the given alternatives

(confidence testing), permit the declaration of precise'ly those subjective

probabilities that optÍmize decision-making for the test user. Confidence

testing yields more precise information about a person's state of knowl-

edge than conventional choice-testing does. This information can be used

to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of selecting, classifying and

training individuals.

Although, in the history of testing, it has been suggested that

the use of confidence testing could greatly increase the amount of

information available from the test, experimental attempts to measure

confidence have generally been failures. Many of the earlier attempts to

measure confidence were scored in such a way that, if the student had

slightly more confidence in one alternative than in any of the others, he

could maximize his expected score by pretendÍng that he had compìete

confidence in that alternative. 0r, if he had no knowledge of the item

contento âhY confidence-response was as good as any other. In order for
confidence testing to yield valid and reliable (stable) resuìts, it is

necessary to have a scoring system which makes it possible -- and in the

best interests of the student -- for the testee to state honestly his

degree of confidence whatever his state of knowledge, and thereby

maximize his score. Curuent testing techniques for assessing student

knowledge not only fail in this respect, but they also fail to extract

all of the potentia'lly-available information from the test responses.
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To extract this additionat jnformation, "admissìble

probability measurement" procedures have been proposed' Common'ly used

admjssìb1e procedures are, for example, d'irec,t estimation, category

judgments, direct ratio-scaling, and indifference procedures. Admissible

measurement procedures include the quadratic scoring system which was

proposed independently by Roby (1965), de Finetti OSAZ), Toda (.1963)

and van Naerssen (tgOl ) and the reproducing scoring system (nSS) ot

Shuford et al. (1966). In each of these techniques, a testee's score is.

determined by the probability assigned by him to the coffect (keyed)

response plus his djstribution of points (probabil'ities) to the other,

non-keyed responses. Such scorìng systems are given the generic titìe of

,'symmetric scoring systems" (SSS) because the numerical values assigned

totheincorrectreSponSeScanbejnterchangedwithoutaffectingthe

total item-score. A general recommendation seems to be (nippey, 1966)

that if test items contain a single, correct response the RSS (spherical

or truncated loga¡ithmic forms) is the better scoring system; if the

items have more than one possibly-correct responsen the genera'lized

quadratic (Euclidean) form is preferable. l^lhen a group of testees is

highìy homogenized, confidence-testing procedures have little advantage

over conventionally-scored tests. In part, th'is is an artefact of the

structure of correlation coefficients in genera'l. In those instances

when a tester has no information whatsoever about a group' scOres

resulting from choìce-testing yield about half the information resulting

from confidence-testing; the same situation obtains when students' states

ì_:_ 
_:.1-.-: i-i,r . j

i::::Ì::':.:t:'!.:t:

t:::r:,:.jj.
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of knowledge are broadly distrìbuted with relat'ive1y few well-informed

or misinformed students. hlith a uniformly uninformed group (such as a

class of students starting out on a new subject) the ga'in from confidence

testing over conventional testing is trivia'l , but, of course, 'in such

circumstances the amount of information gained by any, testing program is

negl i g'ib'le

' Perhaps the greatest justifìcation for .ontidence-testing in

comparison with conventional choice-testing lies 'in the amount of

diagnostic information resulting from the use of the scoring system. In

a conventionally-scored test, each item is typically scored zero or one'

yith the total test score being the sum of the'item-scores. For a test

scored according to any of the confidence procedures an jtem score may

range anywhere from zero to one on a continuum, the actual score being

determined by the number of points in total to be distributed, by the

---number of poìnts allocated to the keyed correct response and by the

distribution of points across the remaining, unkeyed' responses. Because

each jtem yields scores on a continuum, there is necessarily more

diagnostic information availab]e. Shuford et a'|. (1966) suggested five

categories of states-of-knowledge assignab'le from continuum item scores:

welt-informed (a high degree of confidence in the correct response);

moderately informed (a fairly high degree of confjdence in the correct

response); uninformed (equal confidence in all the answers); partially

informed (high confidence in the correst response but the same degree of

confidence in one or more of the incorrect responses) and misinformed

'1. ::: -:-.

i::'1. '- '-
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(1ow degree of confidence in the correct response, high degree of

confidence in one or more of the incorrect responses)' Not only may a

testee be categorized in terms of his response to a given item but also

his total test score will yie'ld certain additional information. A total

test score has importance because it has typical'ly been used for deter-

mining such things as course grades, placement and selection' Because a

test scored under confidence-testing cond'itions takes into account

partial knolvledge a different ordering of students may result from that

arrived at by conventional scoring methods. The conventionally-scored

test does not'djscriminate between partially informed, uninformed and

misinformed students. Therefore, more valid decisions are possible on

the information gained from confidence-testing'

2.7 The question of quess'ing.

Two things determine a student's score on a test: knowledge'

and strategy. Knowledge is defined as the degree of confidence in each

of the given alternatives (Shuford et al., 1965). Conventional cho'ice

sco.ing systems encourage the strategy (for the indiv'idua'l wish'ing to

maximize his expected score) of not skipping an item, and if the testee

does not have maximal confidence in a single alternative then he should

arbitrarily choose from among those alternatives in which he has equa'l

confidence. That is, in a test sÍtuation wh'ich is scored (0, l) per

item, it is in the best interests of the testee to respond to every item

and to guess intelligently on those items for which he is unsure of the

correct response. In the case where some correction for guessing is

.:l--.
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app'l'íed;, the opti,mal' strategy for the testee ís to omit the i,tems about

w[l,Ìeh, he ís unsure of the correct response, thus avoíding the penal;ty of

rrrakíng an, fncorrect guess, In, sharp contrast, admissible probabíìity

prCIcedures d'o not require the testee to,make u'p hi,s mind,whether to

guess, o'r not, llis best strategy ís to be completely honest: he should

neÍther skip an ltem, nor guess, but declare his lack of ínformation by

ass-{gníng equâ1 cónfidence-va'l:ues to each of the gíven alternatives-

Aeeordíng to any of the admíssíble probabí1íty s'coríng fortnulaso the

resultíng score wí1'l be approxímately 0.5: converselYr â score of about

0:.5 reprresents a state of being unÍnformed. Thus, item scotres should be

{n,terpreted as a mreans of categorizing the state of know'ledge of an

lndfvídual about the ítem content. ThÍs ín,t¿¡pt.ratíon makes provísíon

for specíalízed ínstruction particularly obvlious (shuford et al., 1966).

Further, Sínce orre set of test scores may be used for many dífferent

p$rposes, the êxtent of guessing wí1T dífferentia'ÌIy affect the quality

of the decisíon made. The admíssíble probabÍlíty scoring system "flags"

aïl those ítems about whích the respondents have less than complete

knovledge. If the proportíon and/or extent of lack of information is

Judged to be unsatísfactoríly high, the res'ults of the test may be

lnterprreted in some dífferent fashíon, or disregarded alfogether. If the

proportlon of guessed responses per testee varies consíderably, the

relfabílity of gróup results mÍght be questioned (Massengill and Shuford, 
¡¡.J.r.,,,'- '- :'.1r.

1966), None of this Ínformatíon is made explícít under the conditíons

of a eonventionally-scored instrument.
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2.8 Summary statement

Unquestionab'ly, the research on subjective probabi'lity has not

been sufficient to make even an approximate'ly final statement about its

tentative usage in an evaluative situat'ion. As educators' thoughts turn

to a concern for an increasingly individualized educational process there

is inevitably a need for more sens'itive instrumentation to reflect

individual states-of-knowledge. Two strong points follow from cument

views about the educational process: one is a tolerance for "telljng it
tike it is" and the other is a greater technical potential forindividual

instruction. Admissible probabiìity testing encourages honest responses

without penaity for lack of inforrmation or for mjsjnformatjon. The

technological advantages -- at least potent'ia1ly -- that have accrued in

the past decade permit an instructor to correct for incomplete informa-

tion. A third poìnt, derivable from the phi'losophy of science, that can

be advanced in favor of confidence testing,'is that all knowledge is not

finite. Any given problem is like1y to have more than one solution and

the critical behavior is the ability to make the best decision to resolve

the problem, given a set of circumstances. Evaluative procedures that

reflect the probabilistic nature of problem-solving are more allied to

the realities of decision-making.

Contributions have been made through decision theory by

focussing on the determination of utility and subjective probabi'lity, to

a method of scoring test responses which essentially eliminates concern

for guessing and alìows increased payoff from test data.
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CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURES

The notions of subjective probab'ility clearly have to be tested

in some matenial context. in this instance it ulas decided to work

within the framework of the BSCS Blue Vers'ion text, which was being

piloted in Manitoba schools with a view to poss,ible adoptíon. The data

generated would therefore have utility not only to a study of confidence

testing but also for making evaluative decisions about the biology

cumi cul um.

To this dual end, a set of b'io'logy items was generated which

covered approximately one third of the content of the Grade ll B'iology

course. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an exp'lication of

the methodology employed in the creation and administration of these

items and in the analysis of responses to them.

3.1 Generat'ion of the item Pool.

The content objectives of each chapter of the Blue Version

biology textbook may be inferred from the Teacher's Guide whjch

accompanies the text. The values of the BSCS Committee in regard to

these objectives are such that each chapter of the text may be taken

as,having equivalent value to all other chapters. The task of writing

items was therefore essentìally one of reflecting the content of each

chapter in approximately equal proportions.

I ::'..ì .:: I

;:1 '11 1
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Items urere written using the multiple-choice format with five

alternatives per item. The first step 'in item-writing was to identify

the content of each chapter. A number (about 200) of items was then

written, isomorphjc with the chapter content and also reflecting the

general underlying themes proposed by the BSCS group. A number of items

not specifically related to text-content was also written. These latter

items were designed to reflect general understanding of science. Items

were constructed to differ in difficulty, in reading 1evel, in type of

thinking invo'lved (analytic, synthet'ic, critical , etc. ), amount of

information required of the testee to respond to a given item. Each item

ías therefore considered as requìr'ing essential content-information on

the part of the testee and was contribut'ing to a wholistic framework.

It must be stressed that in this study, the biology content was being

used only as a convenient medium for confidence-testing, so that issues

concerning the merit of the bjology curriculum are irrejevant

Under conventional multiple-choice testing cond'itions, it would
i

be essential to ensure that there was, indeed, one, single "best" choice. i,,,,,.,,,,.,
i,.,t.,,,',.,''

In the context of confidence-testing, it is no longer appropriate to be

concerned with only one "best" response, but to have each alternative at

least partia'lly contributing to a solution to the stem problem so that

the respondent may express his degree of confidence in the correctness

of each of the available choices. Aìì items in the item-pool were

constructed within the constraints of the confidence-testing model,

that is, that each alternative was constructed to appear pìausib'le.

*qill::*)L.ji:?-::!-ã:?À-4'4ii,nå-"?24: i
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FolIowing the usual proscnipt'ions of item-writing (see, for
.

example, Helmstadter, 
.l964), every effort was made to

i. word each ìtem-stem and alternative lucidly;
..:-.:;:::

ii. provide only enough qual ifications in each stem to 'r::r-:i:':j

del 'imi t the response bas i s ;

iii. avoid overlapp'ing or inclusive alternatives except
i ,:.::..;:

insofar as it r^,as judged necessary for testing for : ::'';.-'
i:,': ì.1 .::

the understand.ing of terms; 
i:,,i,,r.:,

iv. make each alternative grammatical'ly consistent with
l

lthe stem; 
l

V.avojddjrectquotesorstereotyp.ictechn.ica1phraseo]ogy;
:t 

rr, . rr ft rr\ l

vi.avojdtheuseofspecificdeterminers(',a.lways.',.'neVer.,);,

vii. avoid position-cues for the correct alternative; i

viii. make each alternative about the same length; i

i x. avoi d del i berately mi sl eadi ng questi ons ; 
l
l

x. place the alternatives in logical order where one exists; 
l

xj. make al1 unkeyed responses plausible, to persons who lack i, ,,,.,,,,

'' "": 
.'

the required information. : ::, :

ü,li th respect to maki ng pl ausi bl e al ternati ves , some questi ons ,

because of their content emphasis, were particularly useful in testing

for partial knowledge, so that alternatives were specifically designed

with overlap. In addition to a proportion of the alternat'ives over-

lappingo it was made clear to testees that some items had more than one

alternative keyed as being correct. By raising such minor ambiguities
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the potential for testing for partial informatjon was maximized'

Testees were also thereby encouraged to shake the psychological set of

looking for but one correct alternative. l,lhere some items were used to

test for an abi'lity to distinguish the correct response from part'ially

co.rrect and jncomect alternatives, other items were used to distinguish

one totally incorrect alternative from among four correct statements.

These latter questions employed "not" and "except" jn the stem and on

occasion a double negative resulted in the stem, and the alternatives.

Although the occasional use of double negatives undoubtedly increases

the reading dìfficulty leve'l and is therefore not regarded as good item

writing practise under most circumstances, because of the restrictions

of producing items for confidence-test'ing, it was sometimes necessary

to employ this devjce.

3.2 Preliminary validation.

The preliminary item pool which was composed of 200 draft items

was subject to careful face-, sampling-, and content-validation in

relation to the biology textbook, and to logical ana'lysis for appropri-

ateness for confidence-testing. Face-validation relied on a subiective

evaluation of what the test appeared to measure. Although far from

beìng a stable basis upon which to evaluate a test, face validity is

about all there is upon which to rely during the init'ial stages of item

wrìting. Sampling validity is also -- to an extent -- subiective in

that it requires matching the items with behaviorally-stated obiectives

and breakdowns of the trait- or content-area to be measured' In thìs
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appropriate ratios and the desired
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content domain is reflected in the

behaviors are appropriately examined.

Applying these prelim'inary validity criteria, a set of 56

items was selected. By happenstance this number of items was iudged to

be suited to the t'ime-limitatjons of a typ'ical class period.

3.3 Assemblaqe of items.

The 56 selected iterns were arranged in order of textbook

chapter presentat'ion. No attenrpt was made to prejudge the items in

terms of their djfficulty as a basis for i'tem-amangement. All 56 of

the jtems were retainedo not only because thjs number permits response

wjthin reasonable time limjts, but also because the inclusion of a

large number of items would contribute to the reliability of the item

agg'l omerate.

3.4 Instructions for administration.

Two sets of instructions were generated

Since this study was an experiment concern'ing confidence

testing, one set of instructions pertained directly to this end. As in

any strong experiment, a comparison group ('lcontrol") is necâSsary. In

this case, test-taking behavior was to be controlled for: hence a

second set of directions.

The directions actua'l1y given to both the experimental and the

,-..^.
control groups are prov'ided in the Appendix. For the group responding

': ti'
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according to confidence-testing procedures, each testee was provided

with an answer sheet of the familiar IBM type, with five blanks,

labelled a through e, correspond'ing to the five alternatives per item.

Testees were told that they had ten points per item which the¡, could

distribute in any manner they chose across the five alternatives in

order to indicate numerically their confidence in v¡hich of the given

a'lternat'ives was/were correct. They were told that if they did not

recognize any particular alternative as correct, they should distribute

the ten points among the alternatives they could not eliminate. In the

event that they could not eliminate any of the alternatives they were

to indicate their comp'lete lack of, information by distributing the ten

points equally among the five alternatives.

The second set of instructions asked the testees to decide if
the response keyed as correct on their answer sheet was indeed correct.

If they agreed that it was, they were to check the provided column; if
they disagreed, they were to mark the appropriate column on the answer

sheet and provide a corrected response. They were aware that these

items were to be scored conventionally (0,.l).

In both cases, testees rlere told that their res.ponses to the

test would in no way influence their schoo'l standìngs in biology.
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3i..5 ExÞertimental desÍgn,

T,hneé hundrred s.tudents consti'tuted the exp."imental sample.

Fõtoty-girné, s,üudênts ¿ictdd' as substantive control; the remainder was

iippliOximateiy haif of the-i population pìToting the Blue Version material ,

éf, l;{h,iih: f,or.ty studerits, ¡ic.ted as instructional control

.Tihe e¡peri'mental group (f ) was exposed to a content examination

ótÍ, tlf€ Ð],!le Vg,risiç)n m¡rterîals with instructions to respond to the jtems

a.dõóldi'ng' üo iónfìdé:nde-têstìng procedures. These tests were scored by

thd Èéproducibie Seori,ng system (q.v.). Controls were prov'ided on four

TéVel,S, the -li-r"st eO¡!fq,l, (Cc) required a response from the testees

iióeording trj the- eón,fidertcê-testing approach but these responses were

SééËed, óonVénti:onal iy (,0, i,). Thi s c¡ntrol al I owed compari son betleen

the tOtaî scórés¡ usrlng both the conventional and reproducible scoring

SyStêmS. Ttie SC-çAnd- ç.:pnl-r-ó'i (Ctf ) was tested under convent'ional true-

falise.l:nstructl',onS óû thé B'lue VersiOri COntent, and the responses were

SCé,Èed' (0ri), lhr'S eOntfOi províded a cOmparíson of scoring method

baseA ôri diffêrént. instructions. It sh'ould be noted that the logical

Gûnpiement óf thiE Gontroi (true-false instructíons - reproducible

Seoring) is nOt emlliriöaÌiy realizable. The third control (Cy) was a

grðUp tatinE bioiogy but not the specÍfie Blue Version content. A fourth

e_O^n-t¡_o-l (ep) was made up of students who had taken no bioìogy. Both of

these Ìatter groups rvere réquired to respond probabilistically and were

seorêd aeeörding tö the reproducibie system. These groups provided data

by nieans Õf ralhieh substaritÍve discrimirrations could be established.

i.t .:r.:
r- .1t :i '
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3.6 Scoring procedures.'

Tests were scored by one of two procedures: conventional (0,l)

scoring and reproducible scoring (RSS).

The convent'ional scoring procedure allocated an item score of

I for an ítem-response that cojncided w'ith the keyed answer, 0 for any

other response. No correction for guessing was applìed. Total score

was obtained on the 56 items by summing the individual item scores.

Under the instructions whereby a testee was required to distribute the

ten points a'llowed for each'item, the probab'ilistic response was scored

conventional'ly. by allocating one poìnt to those responses in which the

maximum point-allocation corresponded with the keyed answer. This is a

rational system, since it might well be presumed that if he were permitted

only one response, that response would have been given by the testee to

that atternat'ive in which he had most confidence. If more than one alter-

native was keyed as correct, a full mark was given where each keyed alter-

native was demonstrated to have had equal appeal to the respondent. A

weighted average was calculated for other po'int distributions. 0nce again,

a total score was found by summing over the 56 items

The reproducjble scoring system (RSS) involves the computation

of item scorei by means of one of a number of formulas. The formula first

chosen was that derived by de Finetti (1965):

t{here S = item score

I

l

l

Ì

i'

;

:

i

l

rh = number of points assigned by the testee
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to the response keyed as correct
c

Z" j = sum of the squared points assigned by

the testee to each alternative.

Since there were ten points to be distributed per item, each

point-distribution was multiplied by 0..l to ensure that the maximum

item-score was unity.

The formula finally chosen for arrivíng at item scores was

the Shuford-Massengill (1966) spherical reproduc'ing formula (S-RSS):

F = r¡/{rrr2)0.5

where F is the item score and the other symbo'ls retain the same meaning

as those in the de Finetti formula above. The choice of the S-RSS was

determined by certain anomalies that result from the de Finetti formula.

One typical problem is that the score allocated to a person who assigns

zero points to the keyed response and who assigns the ten points across

more than one of the incomect alternatives, is positive us'ing the de

Finetti formula, owing to the summative nature of the residuals (rr's).
J

For the S-RSS, thís prob'lem does not arise, since F = 0 whenever rn is

set equa'l to zero. Exampies of item scores from both formulations and

the calculations pertaining thereto are given on the next page (Uisplay

l). A complete table of all possible item scores according to a'll

distrÍbutions of ten points, calculated on the basis of the S-RSS, is

provided in the Appendix.
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DISPLAY 1: CALCULATION OF IIEM-SCORES

Moderately Uninformed Misínformed Misinformed
ínformed

Alt,ernatÍves llel1-
informed

Key:

F

S

keyed aLternaËive

item-score calculated

ÍÈem-score calculated

R-SSS

de Fínetti formula

by

by

j _:i : -:¡r ,.
j ' -r
l:.::i i; i:

2t.. T.JJ
2T. t.

JJ
2T. r.

JJ
2T. t.JJ

2r. r.
JJ

a

b

c

d

e

0 0

1.0 1 ,0

00

00

00

00

.50 ,25

00

00

.50 .25

.20 .04

.20 .04

"20 .04

"20 .04

.20 .04

.50 .2s

00
. ì.

00

.50 .25

00

00

00

1.0 1.0

00

00

2)um or r.
J

1.0

1.0

1.0

,50

t7L

.75

20

45

60

.50

0

.25

1.0

q

0



A number of options was open in the case where more than one

alternative was keyed as being correct. For sure, ô student was g'iven

full credit for recognizing the multipi'icity of response and answering 
:r:_::;:,,.:.:,1

accordingly. Where his responses suggested that the testee did not -:.-.: ::,,,;

recognize that several alternatives were desirable responses, the

options r¡rere to provide bonus poìnts or to average the score that
I _f. ,.

resulted from the particular distribution of points to the keyed ':...,i.,,i

alternatives. To maintajn a uniform total-score ceiling it was judged I : '

,-1. :..:.,.::.,::_,,

more reasonable, in context, to adopt the averaging procedures. For i:''::':r:.':¡'ì'r:'l

example,'if two alternatives were keyed as comect for a given item the
I

expected response would have been an allocation of five of the ten points 
i

to both of the keyed alternatives. This would have gained the full mark. 
i

iIf, hovrever, the testee had placed alj ten poìnts on iust one of the

keyed alternatives, his score would have been 0.5, or the average of 
l

placing ten points and zero points on the keyed alternatjves. Other '

:

distributions would have resulted in intermediate item'score values. I

3.7 Affective impact on testees.

Teachersofeachoftheexperimental.groupSwereproVidedwith

copies of the students' scores nhich they were asked to communicate to

their c1.asses. Testees, in possession of their scores, were then asked

to reply to a series of questions which were designed to assess their

beliefs about the efficacy of the confidence-testing method. A copy of

this questionnâire is provided in the Appendix.

.',...a t..',:
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3.8 Analysis of results

The item responses from the experimental and control groups

were subjected to the appropriate scoring procedure and these scores

were then analyzed to y'ield a variety of information'including score

dj strj butì on parameters , i ndi ces of rel i ab'i I'i ty and val i di ty, dif fi cu1 ty

and d j scrimi nabi 'l'i ty. The vari ous procedures are outl j ned i n wirat

fol I ows

3.8..¡ Score-distribution parameters. Total score distrib-

ution parameters (means and variances) were estimated in the usua'l way

for the experimental and each of the control groups. S'ince each of the

distributions showed symmetry, !-tests of significance of differences

between means were performed. Specifically, comparisons were made

between E and Cc; E and Ctf; Cc and Ctf; E and Cy; E and Cp'

37

3.8.2 Reliab'iljtv (homogeneitv). Reliability is an index

reflecting the proportìon of error-variance in total variance among a

set of test scores. It is commonly expressed ìn the general form of a

comelation coefficient and is therefore constrained to a maximum va'lue

One source of error variance on a test results from inconsist-

ency of performance of testees on test jtems. One approach to test'ing.

is to arrange items in order of difficulty so that at the point where a

J.:ì"'

.'l
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testee cannot respond to items, one may assume that he has reached the

limìt of his capacity. If this break in response-pattern v,,ere to occur

at djfferent points for djfferent'individuals, the test would be said to

be perfectly re'l'iable (homogeneous). Less than perfect reliability (a

coefficient less than +l) would indicate that a test'is not a pure

measure of a trait. Low homogene'ity coefficients are sometimes

criticized as a form of unreliabifity since they result from tests

measuring a number of traits simultaneous'ly. In a number of circumstances

such criticism is iustified, yet if the purpose of testing is to obta'in

predictive'ly valid measures, there is both theoretical and empirical basis

for having a proportion of heterogene'ity ìn the test.

In thi s study, the coeff i cient-a'lpha mod j f i cat'ion of the

Kuder-Ftichardson 20 homogeneity formula was used to accommodate the

continuous distribution on each item score that resuits from use of the

RSS. The coefficient v¡as calculated on the basis of the formula

' :' 4.'. .:.

where

Ç*' scores

i correct

i:iì:,i:l
.1- ::r 1

deo =

fl=

p=
q=

N (o*2 - Zpq)

(N - I )oxz

number of i tems on the test

vari ance of the total observed

proportion of peoPle with item

l-p



3.8.3 Reliabilitv (equivalence). In order to eliminate

conceptuaì problems of equating error variance with total variance 'in

test scores, it has become customary to dev'ise and administer parallel

forms of a test. An approximation to creating paraliel forms is to

divide the items of an admin'istered test into two equivalent parts and

to correlate the scores on each part' thus amiv'ing at a measure of

equivalence. The reliability of the test as a whole can be est'imated

from this coefficient by subsequent application of the Spearman-Brown

prophecy formul a.

A prob'lem remains in equat'ing the two portions of the test.

At least three pract'ical solutions have been advanced. One such method

is to divicle the test by placjng odd-numbered items'in one grouping and

even-numbered items in another. A second alternative, and one that

gives a lower-bound estimate of reliabjljty, is to take a random split

of items. A third and more rigorous alternative'is to match items on

the basis of difficulty, discriminabjlity and content. The coefficient

resulting from this matching gives an upper-bound estimate of reliability.

In thi s 'instance, 'items were rnatched accordi ng to di ff i cu'lty, thi s

being the only available criterion since items had been deliberately

constructed to differ on the other criteria. Both upper and lower bound

estimates of reliability were calculated.

39
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3.8.4 Test-criterion correlation ("va jdity" ). The question

of establishing a criterion was essentialiy one of arbitrary choice.

The point was that confidence-testing provides a diff,erent quality of

information from any other source so that it was ê Þ.riori unlikely to

provÍde any impressively high vaìidity coefficient wjth available

measures. Therefore, it was simply a matter of choosing some set of

data that would give a comparison. It so happened that students in the

experimenta1andcontrolgroupshadrecent.lycomp1etedtheirschool

term-examinations. As mere'ly a gross measure of some kind of relation

with an externa'l set of data the test scores were correlated (product

rnoment correl ati on , I) wi th the exami nati on resul ts. Three correl at'ion

coefficients were obtained: correJation between school examination

scores and test responses scored according to RSS; school examination

scores and the same test responses scored conventionalìy; and between

conventional and RSS scores

3.8.5 Item-test intercomel'ation. Under circumstances in
rl- - -_- '^: _¿^ 

;tt-"t-ttttttttl

which an item-response is scored either zero or oneo the most appropriate 
;:,:1,.,,,,..,:,
r,.a: ,', , ,,1t.,,..

correlation coefficíent is the point biserial coefficient, which is an :.:::''rl

approximation to product-moment-correlation (r) when ,adiustment has been

made for the dichotomy. A technical advantage to confidence-testing i

that the items yietd a score-continuum. Therefore, no approximation to ,,'jt'¡,....

r is required. As a measure of item-test homogeneity (reliability),

the product-moment coefficient was calculated for each of the 56 items
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The standard error of the mean (SEm) was calculated for each

i tem, where

sEr= HfÈìÐ(t - "**)o'51
and where r..., is the reliability and pq the item variance. This index

XX

helps in the interpretation of reliabiljty.

3. 8.6 Item-cri teri on i ntercorrel ation. A frequently

calculated validity index is the correlation of an item score with a

criterion score. This kind of ana'lysis indicates the extent to which

any given item is contributing to the predictive utility of the test as

a whole. in the present circumstances, the probiem of finding a suitable

criterion was even more potential'ly spurious than ìn the case of estab-

lishing totaì-test val'idity. What rryould have to be available to provide

the desjred validity-assessment of confidence-testing would be a set of

measures derived from a similarly-constructed and sim'i'larly-intentioned

instrument. Such criterion measures are just not available and current

opinion is that the computation of validity-coefficients for confidence

testing items in the absence of such a criterìon is essentially a waste

of time. These several considerations resulted in the judgment that it
was better not to attempt any estimation of jtem-validity rather than to

create a set of uninterpretable coefficients

i :. ._.:-
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3.8.7 Item difficulty. Item djfficu'lty is most simply

represented as the proportion of people getting an item correct. Where

confidence estimates are involved, an item was judged "correct" whenever

the confjdence of the testee in the keyed alternatíve exceeded.50. If
two alternatives were keyed as correct, an average confidence in excess

of.50 was used to p'lace the item in the "correct" category.

3.8.8 Item discrimínâbility. Discrimination'indices prov'ide

information as to wh'ich items distinguish between those students whose

performance on the test pìaces them in the upper 27 per cent of the total

score distribution from those whose scores fajl in the lower 27 per cent.

Aìthough there is a number of ways in whjch item discriminability may be

represented, a common practice is to designate an item as discríminatory

if the difference in the proportion of testees in the upper- and lower

27 per cent exceeds ten per cent, when the number passing a given item

is compared.

The tests from the experimenta'l and the control groups were

scored according to the appropriate procedures. Tests from the

experimental group were rank-ordered according to their RSS score and

the upper and lower 27 per cent identified. The proportion from each

group passing each of the 56 items was found and the discriminabi'lity

thereby determÍned.

The purpose of such an analys'is is to determine those items

which do not contribute to a rank-ordering of testees.

i--.,--..i..-.

i.::.,,
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3.8.9 Item characterist'ic curves. It is sometimes difficult

to coryelate the meaning or import of item difficulty and discrim'inability

when these indices are presented separately. Item dìscriminability is,

in part, a functjon of item difficulty. A very difficult'item (one ruhich

few can answer) is contribut'ing almost nothing to discrimjnability of a

test; simjlar'ly an item which is very easy is contrjbuting little. The

maximum potent'ial discriminability occurs with an item-difficulty 0f.5.

Item characteristic curves, which are plots of the total test

scores (horizontal axis) agaìnst the cumulat'ive proport'ion of testees

passing a given ìtem, provide a v'isual aid to interpreting the combined

information about difficulty and discriminability. An'item character-

istic curve is sjgmoid'in formo although becau-e of marginal restraints

degenerate curves may result. A curve wjth a relatively steep slope

will indicate a discrimjnating item; the projectjon of the point of

inflection on the x-axis will indicate the item difficulty.

A number of representative 'item characteristic curves was

pl otted.

The next chapter contains the results of these analyses.

i :r. :

',;i:.:r

l tl:.:
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CHAPTER 4

PRESENTATiON AND INTIRPRETATION OF RESULTS

The preceding chapter outlined the various methods that were

to be app'lied to the data. The results of the several analyses are

presented in the sections that follow. In order to provide maximum

information from the results, necessary commentary and discuss'ion is

pnovÍ ded.

4.1 Test parameters and the'ir interpretation.

4..|.1 Test parameterS. The results of calcuiating the mean,

variance and standard deviation of test scores are provided in Table l.
The results of testl'ng for the signìficance of differences between means

(f-test) of the experìmental and the four control groups are also given;

so are the results of testing for the significance of differences between

variances (F-test)

of significance of difference. The mean score obtained by use of S-RSS

is significantly greater at the 1 per cent level than the mean score

obtained from the use of the conventional (0,1) scoring system. One may

infer from this that conventionaììy scored tests are not permitting the

acknowledgement of partial knowledge which -- in the case of this student

population, at least -- was sufficient to produce a significant difference.



AS Wîth any'such'Êesul-t,. One needs to make'ar distÍnction between ilts

$üatì;sti,cal and' ì,ts pract.i cal sign'if i:cance.. rhe obtai ned di fference ,'

tihough st,atiistîcaIly highTy s,i.gni'ficant,, may have- 
-less practi'cal i'mport

than this dì'ff.e,rence jimplies. The actuaï magnitude of difference was

6¡,iy 3'.64 co-e-póints (6.30 percént,. i:f the scores were converted t'o

pêr:Cêntages). A quest'ion would have to t:afsed as to whether the extra

éffbrt ìnvO,lvedl ìn admÌnistering andi s'coring the test under confidence

teEtì;ng condjtjons was suff,i,cient to'i:ncrease the utijity of the test'

AS a rratter óf fact, a qui,te: marrkedl'y different rank-ordering of students

Èésullts from hav'jlng admi ni stered: the conf i dence-test'i ng pr:ocedure (g-'u - ) '

Trh-u:si a decisÌon would have to b-e,¡¡¿is, not only 'in terms of uti'l'ity, but

ã:iìSé'i'n terÍis df, th'e eXtent to'whÍch it was important to make decisions

rl4i6hr the additi onai i'nfor.rnati on eon,f''i;dence-test'ing yi el ds - certai nly,

th,e gain ín diagnosti c ínfbrmat'ion, was appar"ent: thi s could be suffi c-

lent justÌfieation in {tself for the addit'ional effort rrequired during

the testing phase. Againl one would have to evaluate the test strategy

On the baSís Of the purp6se for which the tresults were intended' The

eVfdenee ÍndÍeates thät a sígnffÍeant gaín does accrue if the effort is

Warrantêd in reiätion to the Ímportance of'the decisions to be made'

The other dífferences whích resulted in significant differences

between mêans arose from eomparísons between the experímental- and the

eontroi group cpi and between tests'rnean scores when different instruc-

tlons werce gíven. The flrst of these dÍfferences may be interpreted as

A c1èar índicatíon that the test was indeed measuring a state of

l:i.;il::,1, i r.
:." t: ::
, : :'-".
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TABLE 1

TEST PARAMETERS: SIGNÏFICANCES OF DIFFERENCES

TreaÈment condítions Mean Variance SLandard
devíat ion

Experimental: confidence instrucÈions
S-RSS scoring E

Cont.rol: confídence instrucËions
conventÍonal scoring $c

Control: conventional ínstructions
conventional scoríng gtf 28'40

Control: confidence ÍnstructÍons
S-RSS scoríng 9J 28'70

Control: confÍdence ínstructions
9p L9.s2

28. Bs

25.2I

( g-test
3.63'*"

'4t
3. 16**

.20

9.2þrr,r

19.03

2L.tA'

28.2L

L4.L2

L2.67

),
df:78
df:95
d,f. : 95

df:58
df:61

aaa

4.36

-4.58

5.33

3.76

3"56

(ns)
:

(ns)

S-RSS scoring
a a. a a a a

Signíficances of differences belween means

Comparison: E-Cc i

11 - Lìfl's-;'
!c- stf :

E_E/ i

E-gp :
aaaaaaaaa

sÍgnificances of differences beËr'een variances ( F-tesË ):
Comparisons \^rere made between each of the above
variance-paírs. None was significant ax the 5%

level-of-significance. ( F-max. : 1.482, df 5ll4O).
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

significant at 5% level
sígnificanÈ at 17" level"

: I _.t -.1_l
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b,Íio,l,ogicall know'lþdge, since the Cp control was comprised of students

wl''thout ¿iny plevi;ous formal instruction in b'io'logy'

T,h.e tt-emai'ning sign'ificant difference resulted from a comparison

tie.tWeen têst mean-scorês when the tests were admin'istered under true-

f'a.liSe ìnstr"uct-'iOns and under conf i dence-testi ng i nstructi ons ' The

dutcome impl,ÌeS that testees found'it easier to respond in the

Gdnventionali mdde than to respond by indicatìng their confídence in the

'Cdìfredtness 
df, each alternative prov'ided. This general observat'ion was

66nf,i,r'med by' dõn'sÍ:dering the i tem di ff i cul ti es (g-' v' and Fi gure 1 ) and

bl¡, affeCti,vd: rré5ponses from the testees (section 4.4)' In F'igure 'l 
' the

rder confidence-testingfiégriti,ve skew' df the item-score d'istribution un

lir,r-s{r:uctiionS llÌ;eS in sharp contrast to the relative symmetry of the

ìiüenr'-ScOrre di;$tìtibuti on under conventi onal 'instructi ons '

l[ S,OmeWhat different 'interpretation of the same outcome resides

rjn the-- psychd,llctg,ì;cal phenomenon known as "response set." "Response set"

(iÉr.onuaeh'. Ï946)) ìs defined as "any tendency causing a person to give

d,Ìfferel,i,t rers,pdnses to test jtems than he would when the same content

fi$ p,¡rsr56¡terdl 1-lÌìì di:fferent form". The best-known of response sets that

llrAVe been iide¡i,ü¡',fied are those representing tendencies to acqu'iesce and

{ro d,lÌsag'r.es, aeglardless; to guess; and to take extreme positions' The

¡¡1¡r¡¡i (:i:f,fêfênþ€s ctbtained under different 'instructions may well be an

ìrnsüarree,Of teSt*taking rigidity in the way responses are to be made'

Tn:e faaÉ that the mean difference E-Cy was not different

t: :!

'.- !
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beyond a chance level means that student performance was independent

of a particular approach to biology. (tt wtll be recalled that the E

group was taking the Blue Version courset the Cy group was taking the

Yellow Vers'ion course). The inference was that the items as a whole

were measuring general biologica'l principles.

4.1.2 Se¡ differences. In the 1961-62 BSCS program ".-'..';1

evaluations, a number of variables was found to be related to different-

ial student performance (Grobman, 1968, p.44). Among the variables that

the BSCS evaluators found to be important was the performance difference

between boys and g'ir'ls. There js sufficient data documenting boy-g'irì

differences 'in performance on a variety of achievement and aptitude

measures to warrant attentíon to this factor. For this reason it was

deemed useful to make relevant comparisons between mean performances of

boys and of g'irls. These comparisons are summarized in Table 2 (over).

No significant differences were found between mean scores ìn

any of the comparisons made. In examining the variance in performances, i,,,
i:..i:,:.,:

however, a number of differences were brought to light. For boys, there 
,,,,,.;;

was not a significant difference in variance under the'different scoring i"'.¡'"':

conditions: for gir1s, the variances differed significant'ly at the five

per cent level. The S-RSS procedure did not result in a significant 
,,.,,,.-

difference being obtained when the boys' and the girls' variances were i,fi
compared, but the conventional procedure resulted in a difference that

was signif icant at the one per cent 'level

ìri:lt:¡ì!::



TABLE 2

TEST PARA}IETERS: SIGNIFICANCES OF DTFFERENCES

BETI{TEEN BOYS AND GIRLS (CONT'M¡UCE INSTRUCTIONS)

50

Treatment condit.ions Mean variance :ÏTjii:" ',,

Boys: S-RSS scoring

Gírls: S-RSS scoring

Bs 27.22 659 25.6

Gs 28.33 576 24.O

Boys: ConvenËÍonal scoring BC 22.02 4Bl 2L.g

Girls: Conventíonal scoring GC 23.13 IL4g 33.9

a a a a a a a a a a a a ,a a

Signíficance of differences between means ( g-test ):

ComparÍson: BS - BC ; .706 df : 50 (lqS)

Gs - Gc | .674 (us)

BS - GS : .422 (nS)

aaaaa

Signíficance of differences between variances ( F-tesË ):

ComparÍson: B, - Ba : I.37I df : 2l/2I (NS)

Go - G^ : 1.994x df. : 29/29ùU

Bs - Gs L.L44 df : 21129 (NS)

B--

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

' * sígnificant at, 5% level
c.* significant at 1% level
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These fi ndi ngs have several i mpl i cati ons . For gi r'l s , the

greater varjance 'in performance when tests were adminÍstered according

to confjdence-testjng jnstructions but h'ere scored conventionally

ñeans that these students were, indeed, following instructions as to

how to distribute their points. The large variance meant that points

were being allocated to all alternatives, and this, in turn, impljes a

lack of information. The girls were, in other words, accurately

reflecti ng thei r states-of-knowledge.

The. obta.ined significance of difference in variance when the

performance of boys and of girls was compared impfied that the boys

were performing more homogeneous'ly than the girls were' and were

probab'ly not accurately reflecting their states-of-knowledge' The

variance obtained under conventional scoring procedures l¡las found to

be significant at the one per cent level. This high'ly significant

difference was contrasted to a nonsignificant difference in performance

variance under confidence-testing scoring procedures. Therefore, if a

öhoice of scoring were to be made, the choice would inevitably have to fall

to S-RSS scoring procedures because these latter do not artificìa1ly

introduce a sex differential.

4.2 ReliabilitY. .

The obtained upper- and lower-bound estimates of reliability

were .58 and .55 respectively (Oisplay 2). Test homogeneity was

calcu'lated as .50. Each of these coefficients is not high ín the

Ì: : ... :rr

li.:: Ì

:: : i-.:r
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generally-accepted sense of test reliabifity but is comparable to that

found elsewhere under similar conditions (Hambletono et al.,.l970). The

reliability of the scores under conventional scoring procedures was

even less: .44. The gain of reliability in the confidence-testing

procedures may be the result of a specific attempt to design a test that

is appropriate to the method.

The test homogene'ity indicates the degree to which the test as

a whole is a measure of a certain tra'it as against being a measure of

intraindividual differences. The obtained alpha-value suggests that

there was some inconsistency 'in student performance on the items. Alsoo

since it is a logical necessity'in test construction that the test

content be as heterogeneous as the subiect-matter being tested, the

calculated value 0f.50 may be reflecting the heterogeneity of the test

content. A test of the general subiect-matter area "Biology" could

not be expected to be as homogeneous as tests of, say, vocabulary'

chemical symbols, addition of integers and the like.

0f theoretical necessjty, furthermore, is the fact that the

,smaller the vãriance in the experimenta'l group, the smaller the

calculated test homogeneíty. One m'ight not -- in other words --

antic.ipate h'igh homogeneity-indices from tests administered to homogen-

eous groups of students. The classes in'the experiment were, as it

turned out; relatively homogeneous in ability and this external fact

probably influenced the magnitude of the coefficient.
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DÏSPLAY 2

TEST RELIABILTTY AND VALTDITY

Re liabÍ lirv (Eguiva.lglLce-)

A random splÍt of the test into two parallel halves
resulted in the lower-bound esËimate of relíability.

CorrecËed r : .55

A matched (difficulËy) split of rhe resr inro halves
resulted in the upper-bound est,ímate of reliabilÍty.

Corrected r : .58

Homogeneítv

HomogeneÍÈy was calculated by the alpha-2O coefficíent.

cxro : ' 50

Va 1ídity

Scores on school bíology examínatíons r.rere arbitrarily
selected as a criterion for estÍmaËÍon,of empirical
validíty. Three coefficienËs of correlat,ion were

calcuLated, where, x : criterion score; y : S-RSS

score i z : convent,íonai score, confidence instrucÈions.

r' : r4Lxy

T :.72
xz

r : .68yz

..:.,:'."-'l

I

i
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4.3 Val i di tY

sometimes -- and fair'ly -- a criticjsm js made of test

constructors who fail to report validity because of a lack of suitable

cri teri a. The cl a j m 'is made that constructors are S ìmp1y avo'i di ng ,',.'':';'r;

whatisprobab.|ythemostrigorousoftests.Inordertocircumvent

such criticism, the arb'itrary standard of school examination results

was used here as cr.iterjon. The validity coefficjents that resulted r'"',,',,,:,

(see Display 2) ranged from . 4 to ,7. These outcomes are not surprising. i'i'";'''

They may best be interpreted as indicating that the rank-ordering of i":.ti

testees would change considerabiy if a change were made from conventional

to confidence-testing procedures. This result confirms previous i

findings (Shuford et al. , 1966).

Concurrent validity coefficients such as these, generally are 
j

I ow estimates of true va'li di ty. Furthermore , the d'iagnosti c goal that I

I

is subscribed to by confidence testing does not require validjty beyond 
'
t..

the immedìate situatìon in order for the test to be most useful in a
I

diagnost.ic sense. The diagnostic utility of such a method for formatìve, ¡,i'..',,''
i, ,.,. .: ¡.

deci si ons does not requi re hi gh predi cti ve or construct val i d j ti es . .""r':' 'luL ¡gYv¡¡u ¡¡rY¡¡ t'¡ ,-,.,,..,,.,

4.,4 Affective respo-nSe to confidence testinq

Responses to the questionnaìre distributed for the purpose of

assessing affective reaction to confidence-testing may be considered a

form of cross-validation. The latter is a process of gathering new

informat.ion on test-effectiveness subsequent to the utilization of test
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Sdorês.. F¿i,lure to obtafh such data may lead to exaggerated claims of

teS't-effecti veness

IrI fësponse to questions about'length of the test, 40 per cent

6f; the téstees consì'dered that the instrument v¡as too'long; 50 per cent

tihãt it.was about r.i,ght.. Sixty-fÍve per cent found that five alternatives

fier i,tem wäS too many;. 33 per cent that the number was about right; and

thréd per cént woul'd'have preferred more alternatives.

The.reading-1evel sf the'items was judged to be about right by

6f per dêrtt of the respondents, while 33 per cent found it difficult. The

grréup wãs ábout eveniy Split'in their opinion of the amount of memory

néqu,'ilred:: 48 Þe,tr eent bel'ieved a lot of memory-work was needed; 52 per

é,êjnt, repÏfed that the amóunt of memorization requ'ired was normal.

66nf.irmin$ the obiective data, 68 per cent of the testees

fridieated that they eould not have rêasoned the answers on the basis. of

géneraì knówiedge -- thât they d'id, indeed, need specifjc biological

knOwledge. The remãinder believed that they could have guessed at more

Ëhan a few óf thé Ì tems rÀ/í thout bí o1 ogi ca1 " experti s e" .

Eighty per cent Õf the téstees found that distributing ten

póirits triis â diffiéult task ín eomparison to markjng just one alternative

é6rfêét¡ five per cent fôund lt easier and the remainder found that

thOre h'¿is äó differeriee ín the difficulty of responding to items. Eighty

nine pereênt eiaimêd that they guessed more often under confidence

üCSting eondjtions; to the remainder, the instructions made no difference.
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Óf eOurSe¡ wtiat wouid be labelled as "guessing" by a student would be

eaiied "státé=of-knowiedge" by a teacher using confidence-test'ing

inéthóds

The néXt rêSpónsd l¡läS unanticìpated. In reply to a question,

ii[iOêS distributing teh points indicate just how much you kn0w..,.",

40 per cent indiêäted that the point-distribution method showed they

kneW iess; 36 per cént that it made no difference; and 24 per cent that

ii ShOvr¿d they t<rìéw morel inf s tinding imp'l'ies tlrat students perhaps

did not understand the under'lying purposes of confjdence-testing as

fnueh áS had beén thought. In sum, 82 per cent of the testees expressed

â prêf;erenée fOr marking Öne alternative correct, only; six per cent

BféféfTed dónfidence=testing and the remainjng 12 per cent were

indirterent as to method.

The Óvei^rvhêiÌning mâjority -'92 per cent -- believed that the

p'óssibie muîtipiicity of response made the items more difficult. Fifty

four per cent indicated that they realized that an equaì d'istrjbution of

tWo poifits Þér âjternativé Fésutted in a hjgher score than guessing

Oiindiy rlnd puttin$ ail ten points on one (wrong) alternative;46 per

eêr¡t êiãiräéd thát thêy did not reaiize this, again suggesting that the

téStéêS did hot uñddrst-and that responding honestly to each item would

rnäxi mi ze Ëhêi r s corés ¡ '

TheSe äffecËivé i^eSponSes cónfilmed the numerical findings in

äli instanees and in aéldition caSt some'iight onto possible obscurity
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in regard to the confidence-testing procedure as

,these misunderstandjngs may have contributed to a

obta'ined reliability and validity coefficients'

the various item analYses are

Flgure ¿.

4.5 IieÍn analYsis.

Results from carrY'ing out

prôùided: 'in Tables 3 and 4 and in

4j,5,.1 ltém djfficulty. Item difficulties (p) and the itenr

dìffic:ulty index (Q); item means (p) and variances (pq); and that

pr"opbitionoftesteespassingtheitemintheupperand]ower2Tper

ient of respondents are each presented in Table 3'

0ntrrewho]e,theìtemsmaybeconsìderedasdjfficu]t:for46

cif.thd.56 items, fewer than half the respondents got the item correct'

Ilf.one regards the item-set as constituting a test the range of item

díffículty was from p = '02 to p = '86' thereby probab'ly lowering the

totã:ì.test.rel.iabì1.ity. A priori reliability'is maximized for a test

madeupof.i.temseachofwhjchhasap=.50.Theobtaìnedrangers

crbnsiddráble bY anY standards '

R.éférence back to Fig,.ire I draws attention to the relative

di,ffféuÍty óf, items that were responded to under confidence-testing

iriçeruCttóris ás compared wjth conventional true-false instructions'

fng Oìi,fterenie in the symmetry suggests that the testees apparently

fóund thé more complex instructions increased overall item-difficu]ty'
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TABLE 3

ÏTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Item pqpqM ïtem

1* 33
218
3* 49
4* 37
5" 24
609
7* 2L
B* 2B
9* 31

10à' 17
11* 30
L2*'' 46
13* 47
14* 2r
15'å 23
16 37
17* 36
18""r 13
19'^" 3 5
20 02
2L* 53
22 29
23 01
24r' 11
25x 26
26* 22
27* 13
28* 23

18 33 84 42
19 27 64 32
36 60 r45 72
23 62 r22 61
15 42 81 40
07 20 36 18
03 09 33 16
18 46 92 46
18 42 91 4s
05 L2 34 17
20 42 92 46
37 68 151 7s
36 75 L58 79
10 28 59 29
08 20 51 25
32 B0 149 75
12 32 B0 40
04 20 37 18
09 33 77 38
03 03 0B 04
4L 79 I73 86
29 45 103 51
01 02 04 02
03 16 30 15
09 19 54 27
09 21 52 26
06 18 37 18
09 29 6L 30

244
2L9
202
234
240
148
L34
248
248
141
248
188
L66
206
188
1BB
240
148
236
038
L20
250
020
T28
L97
I92
148
2r0

58
68
2B
39
60
B2
B4
54
55
83
54
25
2L
7I
75
25
60
B2
62
96
T4
49
98
85
73
74
B2
70

29rc

30>'r

31",r
32*
JJ^

34u;
3 5rk

36'*
37x
38
39r<

4o'*
41*
42.\
43*
44*
45*
46r,
47
48
49"*
50*
51'*
52r<
53'^'
54-À

55
56*

35
2L
BO

36
33

LO7
76

i40
54
26

131
161
90
75
6T
55
5B
L7
OB

06
74
L6
43
43
L2
51
16
6s

L7
10
40
1B

L7
53
3B
70
27
13
65
BO

45
37
30
27
29
08
o4
03
37
08
2L
2T
06
25
OB

32

L9
09
25
T7
13
35
26
4T
13
07
42
49
32
23
24
22
23
o9
o2
05
27
o7
L7
L9
06
T7
06
T9

04 L2
03 09
10 45
04 15
04 L6
2L 51
L7 33
34 65
L4 27
06 13
25 64
37 75
L6 42
15 37
11 26
05 28
11 24
00 0B
00 06
00 01
09 38
00 09
OB 18
05 19
00 06
12 22
04 06
13 33

141 83
090 90
240 60
148 82
r41 83
250 47
236 62
zLO 30
L97 '73

113 87
228 35
160 20
248 5s
233 63
210 70
L97 73
206 7L
o74 92
038 96
029 97
233 63
o74 92
L66 79
166 79
0s6 94
188 75
074 92
zLB 68

Explanation of symbols:
* índÍcates a discrimÍnatíng ítem ( u - L great,er than 10% )
U ntrnber passing item of uppgr 27% total test scores
L number passing item of lower 27% tota! test scores
M number passíng ítem of míddle 46% toXaI test scores
T total nunber passing item ( U + L + M )
p propoïtion passing íËem (decimal omitted)
pq ÍÈem varíance (decimal omitted)

a difficulty índex, percent not passing ítem

1..1:r, t: ìiitl
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4.5.2 Item discriminabil'ity. Item djscriminability may also

be infemed from Table 3. Those items marked with a star (*) are

discrjminating in the sense that different proport'ions of testees in the

upper- and the lower 27 per cent got the item correct. The conventional

difference of ten per cent was adopted in determining d'iscriminability.

Although the items were difficult, only ten of them proved to

be nondiscriminating. Lack of discriminability may be construed as a 
.

criticism of an item on'ly if the item-content is judged not to be

important enough for inclusion in a test on content-validity grounds.

4.5.3 Item-characteristic curves. Four item-characteristic

curves are provided in Figure 2. These items were chosen because they

respect'ively represented the log'ical combinations of difficulty and

discriminability. General differences in the shapes of the curves are

apparent.

4.4.4 Item-test intercorrelations. Item-test intercorrelation

and jtem standard emor of measurement is provided for each of the 56

items (Tab'le 4). A small standard error of measurement is ìnterpreted as

indicating good measurement, wnereas a large standard error may be

interpreted as either that the items are poor or that the group of

testees is of less than high-ability. Since the test is known to be

difficul:t, yet the standard error of measurement is'large, and from

external evidence from the schools of the testees, one must conclude

¡ -,, ..j ì; .
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Itern

TABLE 4

ITEI'Í.TEST INTERCORRELATTONS AND

ST;{NDARD ERRORS OF MEASUREMENT

sut, IËem sul,l

1. -.L7 .53
2. .62 .29
3. .13 .42
4. .30 .47

,o1ta

30.tr
11JI¡
10JL.

33.
34.
cc *
JJ.

36.
t1. Jl.

38'
eo
J¿.

40.

4r.
42.
43.
44.^

45.
46."'<
47 '*
48. *

49.
50't'
E1
JL.

52.
Êa&JJ. ^
54.
EE -t-. JJ.^
56.

an iËem keyed with
correct alternatives.

.33
-. 13

.08
-.28
-. 16

.44

.23

.38

.11

.11
,4L
.2L

ô1oLJ

-.02
.26
.13

.31

.24

.29
"45
.11

-. 16
.39
.32

-.29
.06
.32

-.33

two

.31

.32

.47

.44

.41

.37

.43

.36

.42

.32

.37

.36

.44

.49
ao

.4L

.38

.24

.L7

.13

.46

.29

.32

.39

.27

.42

.22

.s4

:,:t\,.i.

5.
6.
7.
B.

.52 .34
-.10 .40
"40 .28
.32 .4L

9.'t .18
10.* .38
11. .40
12. .60

13.
T4.
15.
16.

L7.*
18.
Lg.x
20.

.45

.30

.39

.27

-.05 .42
.28 .39
,29 .37
.06 .42

.31 .4L

.16 .35

.33 .40

.23, .I7
2L. ,18 .31
22. -.51 .6r
23.* ,69 .08
24.tr .10 .34

25. .3g .:S
26. .44 .33
27. -.L9 .42
28. .56 .30

r,î Indicates



that the error effect js due ìarge'ly to a lack of abil'ity in the

testees. The more general point is that one cannot. conclude that

confidence testíng procedures are invalid simp'ly because standard

errors of measurement are large.

It was of further interest to note that those items that

had more than one alternative keyed as correct did not prove to be

consistently different in item-test intercorrelatíon. The belief

of the students that these items were more diffìcult u¡as also not

veri fi ed.

i .r.iì:.1

These results lead to a number of conclusion; to the

identification of a number of areas in which further research is

needed and to some general evaluative comments about confidence

testing; Some of these summary statements are ventured in the

final chapter.

¡:.;l r:.'ì.i,::r
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI'IMENDATIONS

5.I Surnmary.

hlith the use of standard'ized and teacher-made tests having

become established practice in today's schools, it t{as a purpose of this

study to investigate a method of extracting from obiective tests more

ínformation concerning a student's state of knowledge than is possible

from a conventional testing program'

Mul ti p] e-choi ce tests s cored convent'i ona'l 
'ly ( O, 1 ) serve to

separate the informed testee from the misinformedo but do not allow for

the ident.ification of partial]y informed and uninformed testees. Further,

the test-wi se student w'i I I real i ze that h'is best test-taki ng strategy '

under the conventional scoring system,'is to guess if he'is unsure of an

answer, so that with luck he may be classified as -- and indistinguishable

from -- the truly 'informed testee. Moreover' conventiona'l testing methods

Ince in one' and onlY one'by requiring a student to place all h'is confide

alternative, are contrìbuting to a disparity between ph'ilosophy and

practice by'implying that every probiem has a single,'immutable' correct

answer.

is iustified onlY insofar as Ít

base-rate decisions. In terms of

arrangi ng peop'l e i n hi erarchi cal

1...',r::r!'

The verY Process of testing

contributes an increased utility over

cument preoccupation of society with



orders for some specific purpose, it is of paramount importance to

realjze that not ali testing procedures are convergent in their rank-

ordering of individuals. Any g'iven sequencing of ability and aptitude

can be consìdered -- at least in part -- a function of the cho'ice of

test instrument and scoring procedure. It has become critical for

society that, ìn the face of a wideni'ng technology and'increasingly

flexible value-systems, fine disc¡iminations can be made in the human

resource pool. I¡lhereas only a short time ago'it was sufficient for

indivjduals to acquire relatively general skills and concepts or ideas

in order to be able to functjon, today not only must people have these

general skills to withstand the threat of obsolescence but also society

demands the identification of spec'ia1 talent in order that individual

skills will contribute maximally to the common weal. Therefore' the

onus is upon the psychometrician to devise testing strategies that wi'li

permit those d'iscriminations to be made that will capitalize upon the

exact state of knowledge of every individual'

During the past decade, workable techniques for the extraction

of maximum information from test Ítems'has been proposed by a number of

authors. These techn'iques operate on the poss'ibility of responding to

more than one alternative of a multiple-choice item by ranking the

alternatives or by assìgning a number reflecting degree-of-confidence

in the co*ectness of each alternative. Such systems as the latter

include the admissible category System' which involves more than one

response category per alternative; the confidence-weighting system; the

64
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differential-weighting response-alternatives method; and admissible

probabif ity measurement procedures. These varjous techniques are

referred. to collectively as "confidence testing" procedures and

stipulate methods for finding the subjective probab'if ity of respondents.

Historically, the concept of "degree-of-belief" was identified

ear'ly in the e'ighteenth century. Another concept, concerning the worth

of outcomes ("uti1ity") arose from concerns in economics. The conjoining

of utifity theory and what is now known as subjecti-ve-probabjlity theory

into the more genera'l decisjon theory, permits the description of all

behavior in which there is mathematjcal, if not moral, consistency.

Decision theory has recently been used to formulate the qua'lity of

institutional decjsions made on the basis of test informat'ion. Static,

risky, decision-making s'ituat'ions (such as testing is) reìy upon

subject.iveestjmatesofbothuti1ityandprobabi1ity.

Although it has been suggested that confidence-testing

procedures could greatly increase the amount of information available

from a test, experimental attempts to measure confidence have general'ly

failedo owing in large part to the inadequate structure of the scoring

system. Decis'ion theory has been used to develop procedures for

measuring an individual's confidence, or subjective probability. Several

scoring systems have been proposed, each system having the property

that an. individual could maximize his expected utjlity (score) if, and

only if, he honestly expresses his subjective probability (confidence)

about the correctness of each alternative.

i:j.:1i
lri¡:.ì:

:'¡-'ì-i.r'il .-r.,:< l
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. Claims have been made that responses under confidence-testing

instructions are more valid and more reliable than under conventional

test-taking instructions. Confidence-testìng scores result in a diff-

erent ranking of individuals from the rank'ing obtained from convent'ional

scoring and also prov'ide a higher total Score sjnce credit is g'iven for

part knowìedge. 0n these grounds it has been argued that conventional

testing underestjmates the achievement of many individuals and thus

contributes to incorrect decisions. Further, since confidence scoring

places item-scores on a continuum instead of a 0-t dichotomy, there is

the poss.ibjlity for finer discrimination. This is particulariy valuable

for. diagnostic assessments, formative evaluation and item-writing.

Various response aids have been developed for student self-avaluation

using confidence testing.

The effects of guessing has been a constant concern in the

theory of testing. Under conventional testing conditions, the prob'lem

of correcting for guessing is'largely ignored because of the diffìcu]ty

of detecting and prevent'ing it. Guessing has been variously defined as

(i) not answering a question on the basis of surety about the correct

response but on the bas'is of some moderate surety ("rational guessing");

(¡i) answering a question when all possible alternatives are considered

equally likely ("blind guessing" corresponding to a state of being

r!

uninformed): (iji) answering a question when the alternative chosen is

regarded as being equa'lly likely with some, but not all of the answers

(,'partially blind" guessing, corresponding to a state of misinformation)'

l- r...4..: .t.t:-:r,
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The onty scoring system which can distinguish all three types of

guessing are admissib'le-probabiìity measurement procedures. Conventional

scoring cannot distinguish any of the three and no discrete choice

system can identify (i) and (ií) reliabiy. Neither of the latter systems

can provide a method for jdentifying (iii).

. 
Confidence testing provides a technique by neans of which a

testee may max'imi ze hi s score wi thout resorti ng to guessi ng. By di stri b- ;t;,,¡i.;:¡:i;

uting his po'ints honestly, a testee will be assured of a score reflectfng

his state of knowledge. Under the conditions that would encourage

'guessing in a conventional scoring situation (when the student is unsure

of any or all of the alternatives), by distributing his points equally

across the attractive alternatives the testee will be guaranteed a score
1

that is greater than the chance level. Conventional scoring permits the

situation where two students with the same quantum of knowledge may, by

capitalizing differently on chance, achieve two r^ridely different scores.

Given that students respond accurate'ly, confidence testing preciudes

this possibj'lity.

This particular study had three objectives: (i) to provide a

bridge between an agreed-upon phiìosophy of science and a means of

test'ing that would realize that philosophy, that is, realize the tenet

of uncertainty; (ii) to provide a means of testing which eliminates the

need for guessing and by capturing accurate responses increases the

utility of a test; and (iii¡ to employ a scoring system which credits

part knowl eclge.

i . . .. : ;
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Three hundred students were tested. The sample was div'ided

into an experimental and four control groups. The experimental group

was tested under full confidence-testing conditions; the controls were

tested, respectìvely, under conditions of confidence-testing instructions

with convent'ional scoring; conventional instructions wjth conventional

scoring; different content-background in b'iology; and lack of bio'logy

background.

A set of 56 items was selected from a pool of over 200 items

written specially for the confjdence-test'ing format. The content of the

items was BSCS Blue Version Biology which happened to be undergoing trial

in a number of local schools at the time. The 56 items were selected on

a number of acknowledged è Þriorj criteria and assembled into standard

test format. The test rvas administered under the appropriate treatment

conditions to the students

The student responses were scored and test parameters found.

Certaín basic comparisons were made between means and between variances

that resulted from the several treatment conditions. It was found that

significant differences resulted between the experimental group and the

control for scoring and instr:uctions and the control for non-specific

biology content, indicating that -- respectively -- confidence-testing

procedures produced higher mean scores by giving cred'it for part

knowledge; that testees found conventional instructions easier than

confidence testing instructions; and that the items were indeed testing

for biology content, though not specifically that of the Blue Version.
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No si;gnificant differences were found betureen the mean scores of boys

and. of gi.rls, but in comparÌng the varíances, siEnfficant díffeì.ences

were f,ound between the girls' scor:es under d'ífferent. scoring condi.t'ions

and: between the gíris' and boys' scores under conventíonal scoring

conditions. These differences were attrjbuted to the girls' performances

being more spread-out by the confidence scoring procedures than were

the boys'. Thís ímplied that the girls we:re responding more in accord

wíth the ínstrructíons than were the boys. The sex differential was

elímínated by employíng confídence scoríng.

Test and item-test relíabilities were calculated. The severaì

êstÍrnates of reTiability tlere of the order of .55 -- low, but'in lilne

wíth prevÍousTy-found reiiabilíty coef'fi cients for confidence-testing.

Reliabí1ity under conventional scoring was .44. Item-test reliabilities

ranged from - .5 to .7. Standard errors of measurement were relatively

large, but both these results were attributed to the uniformly medium

abi 1 i ty-'leve1 of the group.

Test validjty was computed against an arbitrary criterion of

school examjnation scores. Validity for the confidence testing procedure

was ,4; for the conventionally-icored test, .7. Neither of these results

is impressíve, but both can be explained in terms of the criterion that

was selected, the homogeneity of the group and the difficulty of the
i

f tems .

Item dÍfficulty and discriminability were also found. 0n the
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whole the'items were both djfficult and discriminat'ing: 46 of the 56

items were responded to incomectly by more than 50 per cent of the

testees. The items for which there were more than one coffect answer

were not shown to be more difficult than the one-optìon items. 0n1y ten 
,',,

of the items were non-discriminating. Item characteristic curves were

produced for representative items

Affectjve responses were gathered from the students regarding

their appreciation of the confidence-testing procedure. These responses

confirmed the numerical findings and in addition, indicated that the

students were perhaps not totally clear as to the import of following

the confidence-testing i nstructions.

5.2 Concl usi ons 
I

Probab'ly the most important evjdence for the utility of any ,

test lies jn the data concerning'its reljability and validity. The few

rFi
experiments that have been done previously wjth tests constructed for

use in the conventional manner have found reduced reliabilìty and 
:,,..,,r.,
l.:t-,r_r: 

_:

increased valìdity when cot:rections for guessing have been applied. 
,,,,,

ì.:;.: ::r.--

SimiIar results have been obtained when a conventionally constructed :"':1:''"
::'

tcst has been scored in a confidence-testing manner. Here, it was found

that wjth a specially-constructed test the reliabitity increased, though

validity was low owing to a lack of a'logica'l'ly parallel crjterion. It ¡'ii.i
i: ::iì!:1.:

may be concluded, therefore, that speciaìly-constructed tests will, in

fact, increase reliability and since the principal utility of confidence
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testing lies in its d'iagnostic output' one might suggest that the

overall payoff from testing is greater under confidence-testing methods'

Unti I cri ter.ion measures are avai I ab'l e upon the same subi ecti ve-probab'i 1 i ty

sca'le, one would have to wjthhold judgement as to the appropriateness of ' .'..',':.,,,'.:::.:' ::.i:'_ i.: .

conf j dence-test'ing for obtai ni ng va'li d measurements

Disadvantages that were unearthed were concenned primari'ly
: .. .. .:..:.l t'.:

with complexit.ies in comprehend'ing the instructions and the response mode. .r'-";ì';,=:

lre practi ce ;,::,Ì,...,r:,::,,:.It was apparent that more time explainìng the procedures and more practice 
,.;::1.::..:.:.

in their appl.icat.ion would have resolved some of the confus'ion of the 
":i 

"-

testees. Indubitably' some of their difficulty may be attrìbuted to a

re]uctancetoshifttheresponse-mode,aconclusionaffirmedbythe

essence of the affect'ive responses. some of the difficulty may also be 
I

attribu.ted to a failure of the students to prepare the content of the

test adequate'ly thus increasing a priori the test difficulty' 
i

,l

,

0n the pos.itive side, a number of advantages \,üere discovered. I ,

i

The students, almost without fail, scored higher when scored by 
t,;:,.i:.,,;.:,:

conf i dence-testì ng procedures. These hì gher Scores resul ted from part 
,..,t,,]tì.:'
i,r'1''': t t'

knou¡ledgà neing credited; this information would have been lost under :.,,,'.,:'.:,',',¡'',,

convent j onal scori ng systems. If compl eteness of i nformat j on i s a goal 
.,i.?

of testing, then the complexity of scoring is more than'offset by the
:

increase in information from confidence-testing and the therefore increased i¡
diagnostic utì1ity of the test. Further, it may be assumed that guessing 

f'"r ::'

is less likely to occur -- and even less guessing would occur as the

i

confidence-testing procedure is understood' i
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Finally, the sex different'ial artificially introduced in the

scores by conventional scoring procedures was eliminated by employment

of the confidence-testìng method.

5.3 Recommendations.

As a result of having undertaken this study, a number of

recommendations emerged:

(l ) confi dence-test'ing, because of i ts practì ca] uti I i ty and di agnost'ic

value, merits further study;

(2) practical work in the construction of items appropriate to confidence

testi ng must be undertaken to i dent'ify opt'imal strategi es ;

(3) such items must be adminjstered to experimental groups in order to

accumulate practical experience with these items;

(4) effort must be made to mechanize the scorìng processes So they are

app'l i cabl e by any eval uator, speci al ly i n 1 arge-group si tuati ons ,

where large numbers of items are involved, and where frequent

testing is undertaken;

(5) current theories of reliability, validity and item-analysis must

be examined in the l'ight of confidence-scoring procedures;

(6) evidence must be gathered concerning the relative ìmpact on a

student of receiving a zero item-score or of openly declaring he

. 
ts uninformed
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TABLE OF ITEM SCORES (S-RSS FORMULA)

TO BE ALLOCATED TO ALL POSSTBLE

DISTRIBUTTOI{S OF TEN POTNTS

1r.," .,i .:i'

j .;;-
l.i

r. r. - x. FnJn =h rj-th F r. T. - T. Fnln

10 1.00 4 32t .73

4 33 .69

4 42 .67

2 422 ,38
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2 2222 .45
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.98 3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

7
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511
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41 11

42r
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32tL
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.39

.44

.50

.49

.57

.55

.51

.57

.61

.64

.s9

73
72L
7 111

92

95

97

9

B1

72

7LL

63

62L

6111

54

531

522

52IL

44L

432

43 11

4227

332r

333

3222

.11

.t2

.L4

.L4

.15

.15

.16

.15

.17

.17

.18

.t7

.18

.19

.20

.20

.19

.2L

64.83
6 31 .BB

6 2rL .92

6 1111 .9 5

6 22 .91
'5 5 .7L

5 41 .77

5 311 .83

5 zLLl .88

5 221 .86

5 32 .81

28.24
2 7L .27

2 62 .30

2 6LL .31

253
2 521- .34

2 srLL .35

2 44 .33

2 431 .36

2 42t1 .39

4 6 .s6

4 51 .62

4 4tL .69

4 3 111 .76

4 22L1 .78

4 222 .76 00
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CONFIDENCE INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTTONS

*Please read the following instructions carefully, as they are explained:

FirsÈ, on the ANsltER SHEET that accompanÍes Èhis testr put your name,
school and grade in the spaces provided;

The ítems are ordinary mulÈíple-choice, but this tesL is somewhaË
different from the usual kind of tesË:

Any particular ÍËem may have MORE THAN ONE CORRECT ANSI4TER.
Instead of markÍng just one alternatÍve as trbestilr you are to make a
response Ëo each alternat,ive. Now, not all answers may be equally good,
so T.re ask you to show us thaÊ you know thÍs, by asking you to distribute
TEN POINTS among the alternatives. The solutÍôn you ttrinlc is bestr you
will give most point,s Ëo; that which is next beìt, next mosË poinÈs to,
and so on; any alternative you consider r¡rrong you would give zero points.

Thus, the second way Ín whÍch this test differs from the usual kind of
Ëest Ís thaL you will DISTRIBUTE TEN POIImS AMONG THE ALTERNATIVES,
ACCORDING TO YOUR CONFIDENCE IN IüHICH ONES ARE CORRECT.

rn reading the items, make sure you notíce when you are required to
respond to a llnottt or rlexcepËtt type of questíon.

Now, try these two EXAMPLES for 
"""r".rr.

75

(a) adeníne
(b) guanine
(c) thymÍne
(d) cytosine
(e) uracÍ1

the keyed ansrüers to these questions are
1. --:- --:- _-g_ _g__ _g__
2.000010

CrÍckt s1. Evidence which led to Iüatsonrs and
DNA model was obËained from
(a) X-ray diffraction phoros of DNA
(b) chemical analyses of DNA
(c) studÍes of pneurnococcus
(¿) stu¿ies of bacËeriophages
(e) electron mícroscopy

2. trühÍch of rhe followíng ís lgË found
after hydrolysís of DNA?

irr,

Are there any further questíons?
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CONVENTTONAL TRUE- -FALSE TNSTRUCÎIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Find the answer-sheeË and fill in Êhe spacesprovided for your name, grade and scho.oi.---
2. The ansr^rer sheet has answers filled Ín. Allyou are required to do is fÍll Ín the blank

aË the end of each answer according to ËhefollowÍng code:

Put a check-mark in the colunn headed R (right)
' Íf the answer provided Ís correct. rn some cases

tr^ro anshrers will be provided and if they are bothcorrect, check the R colurnn.

If the provÍded answer is noÈ correct, put a checkmark in the coh¡nn headed T,I (wrong) ,á¿'i" if,.thírd colurnn pur a t";;;; 
"oìr""pãidiõ ;; ;;"alternative that would make .the ir"*-"ãrr".a.

Try this example for yourself.

*lfhÍch of rhe following is noË found R W Cqfter hydrolysís of DNA?

r:.: :':..
í.:..:1j.:

(a) adenÍne I b
(b) guanine
(c) thyrnÍne
(d) cytosíne
(e) uracÍ1

the keyed ansÌ.rer to Ëhis question is
Are'there any further questions?

,/e

i;:i: ,',Il
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1.

TEST ITEMS

In general, the drivÍng force, or motivatíon,
behind the acËiviËy of the scientist is one of
(a) logic
(b) creativÍty
(c) Ídeas and concepts

*(d) curiosíty
(e) objectÍvity

A body of knowledge would be regarded as being
rfscÍentificrr to the extent, that
(a) it Ís experimental ín nature

*(b) its facts are interpreËable in terms of theories
(c) it ís concerned with general Ídeas
(¿) it results in unquestioned facts
(e) its explanat.íons can be expressed as mathematical

re lat ions

The Èwo main funcËions of an hypothesis are
(a) prediction and postulat,ion
(b) resolution and inference
(c) prediction and inference

*(d) explanation and prediction
(e) inference and postulation

4. A scientíst carries out. an experíment ín order to tesÈ
*(¿) an hypothesis
(b) a fact
(c) a deductíon
(d) an axiom
(e) an observation

The origin of the lagoon islands, or aËolls
(a) is completely explained by DarwÍnts hypothesís
(¡) is completely explained by Èhe glacÍer hypothesis

*(c) is unknown but explained by several hypotheses
(d) cannot be ascertained because it happened long ago
(e) cannot be explained because new facts are still

being discovered

BÍrds differ from mar¡rnals in thaÈ birds have
(a) constant body temperaÈure
(U) fur or hair
(c) wÍngs

*(d) feathers
(e) eggs

2.

3.

5.

6.
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Test items, conËinued

7, An accurate theoretical basis for classification is
(a) ¿itference among organisms

, (¡) similarity of srructure
*(c) the theory of evolution
(d) sÍmilarity of funcËion -

(e) variatíon from the trideal typerl

B. The ProtÍsts are a group of simple livíng things that
cannot be classified as dÍstÍnctly planËs or animals.
WhÍch one of rhe following is charaèterisric of the
Protists?
(a) unicellulariry

(c) heteroËrophÍsm

*(e) any of the above

9.' Darwin is consÍdered one of the greatest. scient,ísts of
all time because he
(a) originated a theory of evolution*(b) presented evÍdence for evolutÍon*(c) presented a theory of natural select,ion
(¿) raísed a stoïrn of debate over the origin of man
(e) co-operaËed with other scienËists

10. Darwinls theory of nat,ural selection is based on three
assumptÍons leading to Ëwo conclusions. Identify Èhe
two conclusíons:
(a) all species tend to íncrease ín geometric ratÍo(b) the nr¡nber of indivíduals in any species remains

about, the same
*(c) there is a struggle for survival
(d) variation occurs ín every species*(e) favorable variations permit, survival and reproducËion

11. The.theory of natural selection
(a) was first, proposed by Darwin alone*(b) explains hòw lvoluriãn occurs
(c) is the same as Ëhe theory of evoluÈíon(d) Ís not connected wÍth a theory of evolutÍon(e) cannot be supported experimentally

I .l,,.:
l.:i-:::i-::rìn



Test items, continued.

12. ConfÍrmatíon of any natural-selectíon hypothesís Ís
difficult because
(a) only animals are mobíle enough for selection

to operate
(¡) tne hypothesÍs has still noË been stated clearly

enough
(c) Darwints finches are now ext,ínct,

*(d) tíme needed to observe evoluËionary change is so
great

(e) it Ís. opposed by religious orders

13. AdapËation to a particular environment means that an
aníma1 has inherited characteristícs which help ít to
(a) survive
(b) reproduce
(.) 

".rnoive 
or reproduce

*(d) survive and reproduce
(e) none of the above

14. Apart from íËs undesirable effect on ecologicaL balance
DDT fs used less than formerly as a pest control because
(a) OOf gÍves resistance to ÍnsecËs

'å(b) many ínsect,s have inheriËed a resístance to DDT
(c) many insects have acquired a resistance Ëo DDT
(d) many insects have developed a resístance Ëo DDT
(e) there is not enough DDT to control all the insecËs

15. fndiscrimÍnate use of ant,ibÍotics, such as penÍci1lin,
Ís not advisable because
(a) your body becomes allergic
(b) your body becomes adapted
(c) your body becomes resistant
(¿) certain bactería become adjusËed

*(e) offspring of certain bacËería inherit resi-stance

16. Nat,ural selection favors those organisms that
*(a) possess the best adapÈat,ions Ëo the envirorrnent,
(b) can reproduce quickly
(c) rr" *"i1 camouflaged
(d) are larger than other organisms
(e) lÍve in t,emperate clímatãs

79
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Test Ítems, conÈínued.

17. IdenÈify two of Èhe assurnpt,íons that Darwin did n9!
base his theory of natural selecËion upon.

*(a) characterisÈics change through use and disuse*(b) acquíred characÈeristics can be inherited
(c) natural- forces acting ín Ëhe pasü vrere t,he same

as those acËíng today
(d) hrmrans reproduce more rapídly than they can

' increase theÍr food-supply
(e) specíes change over long periods of time

18. The most acceptable hypoËhesís as to the orígín of
life on Earth is that
(a) ttte firsË life appeared in Ëhe oceans
(b) the fírsË form of lífe was a complex organism

in sí mple surroundíngs
*(c) the fírst form of life was noË able to make

its own food
(¿) the fÍrst form of life came from ouÈer space
(e) life suddenly arose frorn non-1ívÍng mattàr

19. l{hich of the followíng supports Ëhe heËerotroph
hypothesís of t,he orígín of life?
(a) the first form of lÍfe was able to make

its own food
(¡) ttre first form of life must have been rhe

green plants
: (c) foodmakers need noË be complex organÍsms*(d) the first form of life was símple and

unable Ëo make its own food
*(e) developmenË proceeds from sÍmple to complex

'rgs is probably
about _ thaË of the perÍod of the earthrs existence?(a) onftenth
(b) one quarter
(c) one thÍrd

*(d) one half
(e) three quarÈers

21. the atmosphere of Èhe ancient Earth probably was
formed by gases escaping from volcanoes and hot,
springs. Which one of the following gases !ìras
probably not present?

*(a) free oxygen
(b) hydrogen
(c) water vapor

-.- (d) nÍËrogen
(e) carbon dioxide

t"-
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energy on EarËh even before lÍfe

TESÊ'L Ít.ems, cont ínued.

22. The major source of
began was

*(a) ultraviolet radiation from t,he Sun
(b) electríca1 energy from lighËning
(c) radiatíon from radíoacËive elements
(d) heat energy from volcanoes
(e) chemical energy

23. The heterotroph hypothesÍs of the origin of life
ÍnvoLves all of the following assumptÍons except
that the firsE organÍsms
(a) must have lived without oxygen

*(b) used sunlÍght as a source oi et"rgy
*(c) obtained energy from fermentaËion
(d) origÍnated Ín complex surroundings
(e) adapËed to using líght as a source of energy

24'. tine electrolysis of water splíts rnrater into hydrogen
and oxygen. lltrich of the following would be observed
experimentally, given that 2HrOu 2H2+ 02?

(a) the amount of waËer in each tube decreases equally
*(b) twice as much hydrogen as oxygen is produced
*(c) the raËío of gas volunes remains constant
(d) two molecules of water yÍeld two molecules of

hydrogen
(e) two molecules of water yield one molecr¡Ie of

oxygen

25. The twenty amino acíds found Ín living thíngs differ
from one another in Ëhe
(a) nurnber of amino gro.r!-
(b) nr¡nber of acid groups

*(c) cornplexity of the R-group
(d) nr¡n¡er of carbon atoms
(") nr¡nber of hydrogen atoms

26. Isotopes are atoms of the same element which differ
in Èheir ntrnbers of
(a) protons

*(b) neutrons
(c) electrons
(d) proLons and neutrons
(e) electrons and neutrons

i.,:'l

Lil
t: ,:

ËMk!*È**-
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Test items, contínued.

27. 
^ 

sodÍr¡n atom which has 11 proËons, 12 neuÈrons and
1L electrons, becomes a sodium íon when ÍÉ(a) gains a proton
(b) loses a proton
(c) gains an electron*(d) io""" an electron
(e) gaíns or loses a neutron

28. Each dash Ín the strucÈural formula for water, H-O-H,
represents
(a) an ionic bond
(b) a transfer of electrons
(c) one shared electron

*(d) one shared paír of electrons' (e) two shared paÍrs of elect,rons

29. llhich one of the following is Índicarive of high pH?(a) acÍdic
(b) sour -L(c) high tt'ion concenÈratÍon

*(¿) high OH-ion concentration
(e)pH:6

30. A'substance cont.aíning carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and
nÍtrogen could be classified as

[;] :';::ii .",0
*(c) an amÍno acÍd
*(d) organic
(e) ínorganic

31. l{hich of the followíng ís not involved ín the synthesis
of protein?
<rl'ãi". acíds
(b) peptíde bonds
(c) polypeptides
(¿) *rrái iot*á.io"

*(e) hy¿rolysís

32. The proportion of wateï-vapor in the atmosphere*(a) has decreased over Èimá
(b) tas remained the same over time(c) has Íncreased over tÍme
(dl Ís a funcrion of volcanic acrivíry(e) has never been clearly establÍsheã

l:.....:
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Test Ítems, contínued.

33. The description of a clust,er of protein-like subst,ances
called coacervates Ís an example of
(a) a fact
(b) .tr assumptÍon

*(c) a model
(¿1 

"" iyport""is
(e) an Ídea

34. In order Èo maíntaín life, it Ís necessary to have a
contínuous supply of
(a) electriciry
(b) sunlight
(c) sugar

*(d) energy
(e) chloiãphy11

35. Iùhich of the followÍng are the Ëwo main sources of
chemical energy for lívÍng things?(a) vitamÍns
(b) mÍnerals
(c) proteíns

*(d) iats 
-

*(e) carbóhydrates

36. The símpre carbohydraÈe used by most organÍsms as a
source of energy is*(a) glucose
(b) ãu"ros"
(c) starch
(d) cellu'lose
(e) glycogen

37. The energy released by the breakdown of foodstuffs is
captured and stored ín molecules of ATp. The energy in
;h1 bonds of ATP is all of rhe followíng excep.Ë
(a) measured as heat energy
(b) used Ín rhe cells ro ãlif¿ larger molecules*(c) lost as heat energy
(d) use¿ to lower acrivatÍon eneïgy(e) used Èo move subsËances into and out of cells
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Test Ítems, cont,inued.

38. Organíc compounds enter cells through the ce11
membrane by the process of
(a) dÍffusion
(b) osmosis

*(c) actÍve Èransport
(d) ftowing from high to low concenÈration
(e) ingesËion

39. Ferment,ation is a means of releasing energy from
organic molecules wiÈhout using oxygen. Which of
the following stat,ements is not true of ferment-
aÈion? FermenËations
(a) use energy
(b) release energy
(c) produce alcohol and carbon dioxÍde
(d) can produce acetic acid

*(e) produce carbon dioxÍde only

40. In líving organÍsms, the energy available from
foodstuffs is released in small steps owing Ëo
the action of
(a) chloroplasts
(b) oxygen
(c) vÍtamÍns
(¿) minerals

*',(e) enz.ymes

41. hlhÍch of the following í" gjl Ërue of enz¡rmes?

(b) Íncrease the rate of chemíca1 reactions
(c) temperature and pH dependent

*(d) are used up in chemical reacÈions
(e) reversible and specifíc

42.:The heterotroph hypothesis assumes that the maÍn
source of energy bàfore life evolved was
(a) organic compounds

*-(b) ultravíoLet radiation
(c) visible lighr
(¿) ttre Sunts high temperarure
(e) fermentation

it Ì,:'
iÌ'.:--

F.\liquw¡u
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Test íËems, continued.

43, The first organism able to use sunlíght for
energy would probably have been
(a) heterotrophs
(b) autotrophs

*(c) part heËerotroph, part auÈotroph
(d) tne purple bactería
(e) the green bacÈería

44, Gxeen plants are referred to as llfoodmakersrt because
the glucose produced from CO, and HrO ís
(a) a r¡rasËe producÈ

*(b) a food for the plant
*(c) a food for animals
(d) neÍther food nor r^raste producË
(e) rtr enz)rme

45. Blackmants contribution to explainíng the mechanism
of photosynthesis was in his concluding that
(a) Ëhe extra chemical energy in the compounds

formed could only have come from líght
(b) carbon dioxide and water yíeld sugar and oxygen*(c) photosynthesÍs includes both a li.ght and a dark

reaction
(¿) fight Íntensity determines the reaction rate
(e) temperaËure determínes the reaction raÈe

46. Ilhích of the following are ínvolved only in the
light reaction of phoiosynthesis?
(a) carbon dioxíde is used
(b) a carbon cycle is involved

:k(c) water ís splÍÈ
*(d) TPNH2 and ATP are produced
(e) sugar ís produced

oxygen from water and carbon dioxide because
(a) light energy splits the carbon dioxide molecules

*(¡) tight energy splits the wat,er molecules
(c) the oxygen produced comes from the carbon dioxide

: *(d) ttre dark reaction splits the water molecules
(e) hyarogen is transfeired from waÈer t,o carbon

dÍoxide
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TesË items, continued

48.ThedarkphaseofphotosynthesÍsincludesall
of the following ex,cep-t
(a) carbon dioxide assimilation
(U) freUrs citric acid cYcle ::

*(c) production of ATP ,.-":,''.,,,',,

(d) Production of glucose
*(e) ProducËion of oxYgen

49. The development of photosynthesis by living organisms
implies all of the folLowing gg! that
tr) tt" first autotroph" or.i"ã--heËeroËrophs i,:.:1,...,,..

(b) rhe firsr forms oi lífe were heterotrophà i-1,1;.i:
("i at" heËerotrophs became dependent on Ëhe auËotrophs 

,

4: *(d) oxygen g"" r.i always part of the atmosphere i:r',,','r''
(e) atmospheríc o*yg"r i" th. producË of lívíng thíngs i:t'.'.,.i'i

maín difference beÈween heLeroÈrophs and autotrophs
thaÈ
only autoËrophs form organíc compounds from carbon
dioxide

(b) only heterotrophs form organic compounds from
carbon dioxide

*(c) onlY autotrophs contain chlorophyll
*(¿)' only auËotrophs use light energy
(e) only autotrophs produce oxygen

51. An importanÈ conclusion from a comparíson of respiratíon
and photosynthesis concerns the direcËÍon of flow of
.rr"tgy and materials. whích of the following flows in
one direction onlY?
(a) oxygen
(b) carbon dioxide
(c) water 

:(d) organic material
*(e) energy

52. PhotosynthesÍs : respÍraËion :: all of the following
excePË
(ã) chloroplasts : mitochondría
(b) carbon dioxide : oxYgen
(c) oxygen : carbon dioxÍde

*(d) relpiration : fermentatÍon
(") 

"t 
aã.rophs : heterotroPhs 

:

50. The
Ís
(")

';qj., l . :ri;

il! 1' ':': - :l

;.1

4gFcs**_
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TesË items, conËínued.

53. Respiration takes place ín the mitochondria or
the trpowerhousestr of the cell. llhich of the
foll-oring are Èhe raw materials for respiratíon?
(a) arP

*'(b) organic material
(c) carbon dioxíde

*(d) oxygen
(e) water

54. In Ëhe concept of the hydrogen pathway in respiration
which of the followíng does not belong?
(a) tPu and DPN
(b) electron transporË

*(c) a mixÈure of hydrogen and oxygen Ís explosive
(d) a respiratory chain of enzYmes

. (e) vÍtamins and minerals

55. The maín carbon paËhway in respiratíon is the Krebls
or ciËrÍc acid cycle. llhich of the following sËaËements
concerning Ëhis cycle are true?

*(a) the first steps ín respiration are Ëhe same as in
fermentation

(¡) each glucose molecule provides three carbon dioxide
mo lecules

(c) Ëhree classes of foodsËuffs are broken down
(d) energy is released in thÍs cycle

. 
(") water is produced Ín this cycle

56. Whích one of the following compounds would gq be
found in DNA?
(a) adenÍne
(b) guanÍne l

(c) thymine
(¿) cylosine

*(e) uracil



FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE ON TEST ITEMS
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5.

LeneÈh of test.

-

1. For the tíme allowed, díd you
fÍndthetest. . . . .

2. Did you think that five choÍces
perquestionare. . . .

Reading leve1 and conËent.

3. Díd you find Èhat the reading
level of thís Èest rnras mainly

4.. Díd yoq Ëhink these iËems required
memoïy of,detail . . . . .

From just using your general
knowledge, do you thínk you
could have fÍgured ouË the
ansrnrers Ëo _ questions. . .

lest dírect.íons and scoring.
6. DÍd you find distributing Ëen

poínts ínstead of marking just
one answer correct was . .

7. In distributing ten points
rather than markíng just one
ansüreï, did you guess. . . .

In dístributing ten poÍnts
rather than marking just one
ansr^Ier, you are able to show
just how much you know . . .

In your chapter-tests t,hrough
the year would you prefer to

Too long
Too short
Abour rÍght

Too many
Not enôugh
Abour righr

Difficulr
Easy
About ríght

A lot
NoÈ much
Usual amount

Many
Some
Practica 1ly
none

Dífficult
Easy
No dÍfference

More often
Less often
No difference

g.

o

More
Less
No difference
Mark one answer
DisÊribute ten
points
No preference

,..i :

1...r',4.:i:



Questionnaire, continued.

B9

10. Since you r¡rere told Ëhat there
vrere possibly more than one
correct, anshrer per iÈem, díd' thÍs make your choice of answer

I-1. Did you realíze :-lna: the person
who does not know the answer and.puts Èwo points on each choice
makes a higher score than a person
who Ís noE sure, guesses, anã puts
all hís p.oinÈs on the wrong answer?

More difficult
Less difficult
No difference

Yes
No

i : i::i-::.. i
la : r'. '... '

ll ì..:

f':l::
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